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tion are asked,to take its international use into account and. in so doing
zoill contribute much to L|BC.

IKE ALL PROFESSIONAL PERSONS, WC IibTATiANSWAIK WithiN
L,the perirneters of our own field and communicate with each other
using oui own vocatrulary and the acronyms and initials that we have

* Edited version of a paper presented at the American Library
Conference in San Francisco 30 June 1975; accepted August 1975.
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ance with international bibliographic standards which are accepred and
acceptable.
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bibliographic tools as are required.
Thl decision of the IFLA Executive Board to establish the Interna-

sources.

ternationally. It is very noticeable-and very pleasant-the. increasing
busyness of our office which seems to show that it is carrying out its
functions as a centre for information and a clearinghouse for UBC activities.l For myself-and I have been associatedwith IFLA's work on
cataloguing standards since 1958-I am constant\ surprised at the increasiig sp"eedof development in international library work:. there is a
desire io participate in tire work and, more important, a readiness to ac-
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accept the challenge of new forms of material in library collections.
new problems in identification and description, with the reiulting necessity to seeknew solutions.
r have stated the UBC conditions here in a librarian's terms and
from a litrrarian's point of view. But UBC is more than a librarian's
ideal: the prevention of unnecessaryduplication on the one hand, and
the recognition of national experience on the other represent solid. economic sense.For librarians the case for UBC was firstitated in 1969 as
a resolution of the International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts:
Efforts should be directed towards creating a system for the international exchange of information- by which the standard bibliographical descriprion of
each publication would be establishedand distributed by-a national agencyin
the country of origin of the publication. f'he meansof distribution in such a
systemwould be through the mediun of cardsor machine readable records.The
efiectivenessof the systemwill be dependent upon the maximum standardization of the form and contenrof the bibliographicil description.E

ciphel a code or identify a bibliographic citation."z
All of us in the business of supplying information will agree, and
our requirements for bibliographic control, national and inter-national,
are the same. In manual and in rnechanized situations, in libraries and
in information systems,we wish to avoid duplication and to search for
compatibility.
I nternational Standards in Cataloguing

Book Number

o$.

(ISBN) and the International standard. Serial Number
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and the other inremational bibliographic oqganizations (e-g., ISO/TC46,
International Council on Scientific Unions/Abstracting Boar{ International Federation for Docurnentation, IJnesco)-work on fiIing, on character $ets,transli tera tion, language codes, classificationBut for the litrrary community in considering the bibtriographic record, the first essential is the cataloguing code- No international cataloguing code has been formulated as yet, but since 196I at least twenty catalo[ue codes have been drawn up'which have as their comnion basis the
Stiternent of Principles agreed at ICCP" Arnong these are cataloguing
eodeswhich are trsed internationallyAACR as an International Code
Such a one is AACR- Frorn its origins" it is apparent that it is not an
international code, and it w:t$ not thc intention of its authors that it
should be eonsidered as $uch- Nor" in looking ahead tq its revised edieion
whiclr is planned for 1977, ean AAC,R be an international code when it
lernains tire editorial experience of North A'rnerican and British titrrarians.
But it is used in all parts of the world. It is, indeed, a multi-naticnal
code as are twe others: the new German catalogging eodle,R.egeln f ilr die
alphab,etiseke Katalogisierung (RAK)' whictr has been drawn uP by a
commiteee which included rePreseritativ€$ o{ tfle German speaking countries,8 and the USSR code, Etlinye prauila opisaniia proizued,enii pe:aketi
dlia bibtiotechnyhh katalagoa,s which is used throughout th€' ussR, iII
Mongolia and in some libriries in vietnam. The Russian rules, although
draw"n up before 1961, do not eoEFadict the Paris Principles' and -RlK
in certain aE)e€t$ follows rnore elosely tJtan AACR the Paris Principles
and the subsequent recommendations of the International Meeting o.f
Catalogu,ing Experts.
Bur" of i-h" *,.tlti-n"tional codes AACR is the most widely used, and
it is the concern of the international library comrnunity that the authors
oI AACR, in Freparing the revised edition, shoqald acknowledge this use
and respond iceording"ly. Indeed, its author' have already dole so' with
the request of the Joint Steering Committee. for Revision afr A'ACR ta'
'clearinghousd in gathering comm€tsts and eritthe UBC Office to ict as
about its use.10
and
information
icisms on AACR
Some of the reasons for AAC,R's accePtance and wide use are imrRe'
diatel.y apparent; others are more subtle, and hence more interesting.
First and i'nost naturally, it is used in Emglish language speaking. eolntries such as Au.stralia, N"* Zealand and sorne of the territories of tbe
Caribbean. Then there are countries in which library development has
stemmed almost entirely frorn the Bractices and traditions od tlhe United'
Statesor the United Kingdom.
The publication of AACn ir* 196'7 was particularly tirnely, because
it was a period when in many eountries for the first. time. libraries wele
being established m were being given po*itive governmental support" It
"natural
that the new librarians who were required shornlid,be seut
was
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abroad for their training and that on their rerurn they should. introduce
the practices and rules with which they had become familiar. In Iran;
for example, in 1968 of eight professional librarians in the counrry, seven had been trained in the United States: the introduction and adoption
of.AACR (North American text) in Iranian libraries followed.rl
In other countries library practices have followed the educational
pattern, and it was natural in a country like Korea, where there had been
a strong American influence in establishing universities, that the libraries
(e.g., Yonshei University Library) and library schools (e.g., Ewha Women's lJniversity) should follow American pracrices and cataloguing rules.
Less happy have been the situations in cbuntries and libraries where
AACR-and Anglo-American practices have been introduced not through
the influence of national librarians, but because of the foreign 'experl'.
I can remember visiting a Thai library which in its operations and the
tools it was using seemed alien to its locale and its users' needs, because
it had been set up by an American "expert" and left unchanged.
In countries with old established traditions of book collections but
no librarians-such as Greece-it has been natural that professional expertise, including the necessarylibrarians' tools and literalure, should be
sought from those countries with a strong Iibrary profession.
Another variation in Delhi Public Library, which was established in
1950, with Unesco aid, as a model public library for India; here AACR
(and Dewey) are used for the multi-script and multi-language collections.12
In Brazil the Cataloguing-in-Source Centres set up in l97l adopted
AACR from the beginning, and the most recent report, by Regina Carneiro and Marily Godoy Antonelli, has emphasized the reasons for that
decision, asserting that use of AACR "extends the potential use of Brazilian cataloguing data beyond national boundaries and goes far towards
bringing Brazil into the international bibliographic communications system."13
In considering how AACR is used,'as opposed to why, we find varying patterns. In those countries where English is the only language,
AACR can be considered as the national caraloguing code, ac€epted in
its entirety (Australia and New Zealand-, for example). In other countries, where one of the languages of the country is English and there is
a heavy concentration of English language publications appearing on
the shelves of libraries, it is used for English language material, but
with local adaptations for publications in other languages. This is the
pattern in Singapori Malaysia, Hong Kong, where librarians have felt
the need to adapt parts of AACR to suit the requirements of their kinds
of publication or their languages. A further extension of this occurs in
countries which have a national cataloguing code for their own publications and use AACR for foreign language imports; this is more common
in Asian countries, for example, Thailand and Japan. The next variation is the use of AACR as a reference tool and aid to cataloguers, as is
common in European libraries. In Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzer.$.
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land, Yugoslavia, Poland, Romania, copies of AACR are at hand for
cataloguers to consult.
AACR has also been ranslated by librarians into other languages.
The full text has been translated into Persian so that it can be applied
both in cataloguing Persian publications and those received from abroad,
into French, and into Spanish and Portuguese, translations used in countries in South America. Parts have been translated into Japanese, Arabic,
Korean and Greek.
The most significant development of all has been the adoption of
AACR as the bisis for the creaiion of uew cataloguing codes. This has
been the pattern in Scand.inaviawhere the four countries aglgeq in-principle at a conference in 1972 that new national codes would be drawn
.rp ott the basis of. AACR (British text) and ISBD(M)'rI The Danish
and Swedish codeshave already been published.
Criticism ol AACR
Korea to New Zealand, from
This worldwide use of AACR-from
remarkable and is revealIndia
to
Guyana-is
Finland to Ethiopia, from
ing. But the code has also been criticized: AACR, it has been said, is too
sophisticated, too complex, to suit the needs of developing countries,
boih becausetheir libririans cannot unravel elaborate AACR rules and
because their publications do not fit the Pattern of western, publications. BacklogJ of thousands of uncatalogued books, it is claimed, do
not reach the readers because the cataloguel's "are in the back too, puz-

staffed."

percent of the world's population produced only 1.5 Perc€nt of its
Looks; only 20 of its 34 tountries produced any books at all, seven of
them publishing fewer than 20 titles annually, only five publishing more

Office: a request that the authors in preparing the new edition aim to imf / o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r l , W i , n t e r 1 9 7 6
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prove the English of the text. Other criticisms follow the same theme,
and can be considered as straightforward editorial improvements: more
examples in a wider range of languages, the compilation of a specific,
in-depth index (this is stated to be the greatest need), the addition of
transliteration tables.
Other comments on AACR reveal basic disagreements with its approach and some specific rules: that it deviates in some respectsfrom the
Paris Principles; that its approach to corporate authorship is too broadly
based; that its concept of personal authorship exte4ds too far; and that
its approach to serials, especially with regard to entry under corporate
body, is too difficult to follow and moreover does not fit cunent trends.
The first three of these criticisms come from cataloguers in countries
where AACR does not prevail and are very basic, being directed at
AACR choice of heading; they also show how far we are from realizing
an internationally acceptedcataloguing code.
The fourth criticism is a view which has also been expressed by cataloguers in countries using AACR and deeply committed to irs preservation and improvement: they feel that the authors of" AACR, in its revision, should take note of international activities in serial recording
and control.
At another level are the criticisms which the AACR authors may find
it possible to consider in the new edition. For example, it has been pointed out that the use of the English form for headingp of personal and
geographical names is contrary to sections 7.1 and 9.44 of the Paris Principles which suggestoriginal forms of names. The resolutions of the International Meeting of Cataloguing Experts, where the Paris Principles
were re-examined, also recommended that the use of original forms of
narne be encouraged "in order to advance international uniformity."rz
There are also a number of very specific criticisms of AAC|? which
relate to chapter 2, "Headings for Perso-ns,"and to particular rules in
that chapter. It is not surprising that some of the rules set down by
AACR in 1967 do not find favour with librarians in various counrries
in 1975. In 1967 many countries were in the process of developing new
library systems and there were few professional librarians. Eight years
later, there is the solid basis of experience, maturity, more librarians,
and a greater demand for exactnessin identifying name patterns.
One reason has been the steady increase in the number of publications written by national authors and published in their own country.
This has come about as a natural consequenceof literacy and educational programmes, of the creation of book development councils (on which
librarians are playing an active part), and in some measure as a consequence of International Book Year in 1972. For example, the first issue
of. The African Booh Publishing Record in 1975 records details of. 527
new and recently published books of 6l publishers from 17 African
countriesls-a far cry from the 1968 statistics.
Moreover, in 1975, it is acknowledged that decisions on name patterns and usage can only be made at the national level, and, as part of

.
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the basic conditions of UBC, that a national library should establish the
definitive forms of names for its national authors, both personal and
corporate, and maintain authority lists. Hence resPonsibility for preparing rules for entry of national names follows, and librarians in a num'
bei of countri€s have been examining the existing AACR rules for their
country's names in this light and commenting accordingly.te The final
version of the rules for Malay names drawn uP by the Singapore and
Malaysian library associations arrived in the UBC Office in June 1975:
the new rules are also being sent to the AACR authors in the hope that
they will be included in the new edition.
But I should like to put forward another solution: I sugges,tto the
authors ol AACR that detailed decisions on enffy for personal author
names of every type in every country is outside their scope, and that in
the revised edition rather than trying to legislate for all, they set down
basic principles for name patterns and then make references to the
source and ivailability of detailed rules for the names in particular
countries, or as an alternative, to an authoritative work on the subject,
such as the IFLA manual Names of Persons, which was produced in accordance with one of the resolutions of the ICCP as just such a solution.
The 1967 edition is now, like AACR, out of date, and a new and more
detailed edition is being prepared at the UBC Office which will cover a
wider range of countrieslo The suggestion that a new edition of this
manual be prepared was made first in discussionsat the Regional Conference on UBe held in Singapore in February, 1975, and again as a direct request from the Britisi members of the Joint Steerin_gCommittee
on dCiR at the Anglo-Nordic Seminar held in York in April, 1975.
There are clear indications that there is a strong desire in the library community to establish, if not an international cataloguin-g code,
then at least some internationally-recognized standard of cataloguing
practices. In 1973 Christiane Rageau of the Bibliothdque Nationale, Paris, carried out an investigation for the International Association of
Orientalist Librarians, preiented at the 29th International Congress-of
Orientalists, into the citaloguing practices followed in libraries with
specialist Orientalist collections in Europe and in other libraries, both
i ecialist and academic, modern and long-established, in Asian countries.
On the basis of ninety replies, she says:
'Ce qui est apparu tout tr fait intiressant,c'est la d€sir pratiquement unanime
d'arriver I un accordsur I'itablissementd'une norme internationale.Certaines
reponsesindiquent que le moment est venu d'Ctudierle problCme,en fonction
de I'ISBD.zr
In analysing codes presently in use, she notes a clear pr€ference for multi-national or national codes, and reports that several libraries indicated
a willingness to change to an international cataloguing code when it ap'
peared.
Eva Verona, Chairman of the IFLA Committee'on Cataloguing, in
commenting on the international use of AACR, has legitimatelv quesVolurne 20, Number 1, Winter 1976
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tioned the basis of the new edition even if revision takes into accounr
comments on its use:
In the field of cataloguing there is srill a great number of problems which have
not beensufficientlydiscussed
at the internationallevel and which are at present
treatedin a variety o{ ways.. . . would it not be berter to discussthesespecific
problemsat internationalmeetingsbefore embarkingon such a difficult and ambitious taskasis the making of an internationalcode.2z
The USSR Cataloguing Committee cannot accept AACR in any way as
an international code becauseit reflects the publishing practices and authorship relations which are prevalent in North America and the United
Kingdom, and they have also suggested working towards an international
code which would be based on firmly-agreed principles with details left
to national cataloguing rules.z8
I agree with Verona, with the USSR Cataloguing Committee and the
others who have voiced the same opinion: we should be seeking the basic
principles of agreement for an international code. But I fear that the
search may take a long, long time and many, many international meetrngs.
The Degree of International Agreement
In preference, as a pragmatic solution, I believe that we should continue on the basis of the comparibility which already exists, the standards on which we have already agreed, and that in so doing we shall
be augmenting the progress already made towards UBC. Let us consider
how far we have reached in attaining an internationally agreed basis of
cataloguing practice. As the foundation we have the Paris Statement of
Principles for choice and form of headings and entry words. Then, and
more valuable because they are caraloguing tools, not just sets of principles, are the standard bibliographic descriptions which have been developed since 1969.
ISBD(M) was produced as the recommendations of the IFLA Working Group in l97l and was published in its first srandard edition in
1974. ln the short space of five years, it has been accepted in more than
twenty national bibliographies, including, within the current year, those
of Nigeria, the Philippines, lceland and Yugoslavia. It has been introduced into a number of national cataloguing codes, including AACR,
the Regeln fiir die alphabetische Katalogisi,erung and the Danish, Swedish, and Dutch codes.It has been adopted as a national standard (French
standard AFNOR 244-050)and an outline ISBD(M) has been presented
to ISO/TC46 for approval as an ISO standard. It has been published in
translation as separate brochures in German, Danish, Finnish, Slovene,
Serbian, Italian, Portuguese, Arabic, Russian, Korean and other lanSuages.
Yugoslavia presents the outstanding example of a library community
which has been prepared to change and adapt its traditional cataloguing
practices in order to keep in step with developments at the international
level. ISBD(M) has been translated into the languages of Yugoslavia
and has been introduced into republic and national bibliographies; semi-
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nars have been held to familiarize Yugoslav librarians with the new
method of description. And the results? The reports from colleagues say
there have been few problems, and the cataloguers found ISBD(M)
easyto follow: "they like it."za
After ISBD(M) came the establishment of an IFLA Working Group
to develop an ISBD for serials which would be compatible with /SBD
(M) but which take into consideration the particular needs of the description of serials. ISBD(S) was published as the recommendations of
the Working Group in 1974, and like ISBD(M) has been translated into
a number of languages and introduced into national bibliographies. In
discussionsheld during the IFLA Washington Conference in 1974, the
IFLA Committee on Serial Publications expressed concern that the use
of ISBD(S) in national serial centres side by side with tlire Guidelines
for ISDS was resulting in variations in interpretation and was revealing
gaps in detail. It was decided, therefore, that an ISBD (S) Revision
Meeting, similar to that held for ISBD(M) in 1973, should be held in
Paris in October 1975. On the basis of the comments and amendments
agreed at that Revision Meeting we shall expect to produce a first standard edition of /SBD(S).
Other IFLA Sections and Committees and other library organizations
have seen the value in establishing standard bibliographic descriptions
for particular kinds of material found in library collections. As a result
two more IFLA Working Groups have been establishecl, one for maPs
and one for non-book materials. In each instance when an official IFLA
Working Group has been set up, care has been taken to ensure that one
member involved in the original ISBD(M) participates in the new
Group, and that the first premise of each Group is to keep compatibility
with ISBD(M) in so far as the requirements of the material permit.
Other SBDs modelled on ISBD(M) have been drawn uP by specialist
groups: one for "Old Books" has been prepared by a group of French
and German librarians and was examined at an ad hoc meeting in February this year. One for "Music" is in use for printed music in the Bibliographie de Ia France.
Looking to the future then, there is every prosPect of cataloguing
codes, whether national or multi-national, coming closer together because they will be based not just on a set of agreed principles but on accepted documents: we have mentioned ISBDs and those other initials,
ISBN and ISSN, and there will be forthcoming results of other work in
progresswithin ISO/TC46 and IFLA. If more'standards'relating to specific areas of the catalogue entry can be accepted, we can envisage the
possibility that although we do not have an international cataloguing
code, yet we shall have a number of codes in which the same problems
are given the same solutions.
We know that the authors of AACR are committed to producing the
revised edition by 1977 and that to do this they cannot wait upon developments at the international level. But there is much that can be done
in the revision which will please librarians in all parts of the world.
Most important, one text: at the moment the situation is wasteful and
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frustrating. In one small country, Singapore, the National Library uses
AACR (British text) and the University Library u*s AACR (North
American text). A recent survey in New Zealand showed that 40 percent
of the libraries used the North American text, 30 percent the British,
and the other 30 percent were not sure which code was being used.
The authors of. AACR have indicated their willingness to take into
consideration comments made by AACR users, and it is apparent that
the librarians using AACR in parts of the world outside the North
American/United Kingdom communities have accepted, for their part,
a responsibility to contribute to the revised edition. I have mentioned
the new rules for Malay names which the library associations of Singapore and Malaysia have completed in time for incorporation into
AACR. The attitude of the Scandinavian librarians who came to the
Anglo-Nordic Seminar on AACR in April was also very constructive;
AACR has meant a great deal to them and they have devoted much to
AACR; they feel they have a stake in the new edition and would not
like to learn that their views were not considered.zr The same is true for
librarians in Australia.
The authors of. AACR, in considering international developments,
can also contribute to that work. From its nature, international work is
not fast, and the authors of AACR with their tight timetable will not
be able to wait upon the completion of work in some problem areasfor example, studies in corporate authorship which may follow on the
publication of Verona's work.26 Instead, authors of AACR may like to
think of their new proposals and new drafts for rules as contributions
towards projects at the international level.
AACR in the eight years since publication has acquired a status and
a value far beyond its origins. It is a multi-national cataloguing code, it
is used internationally, and for librarians in many countries outside
North America and the United Kingdom, it is now their code: in this
$ense, it has already become an international manual of cataloguing
practice.
We hope, then, that the authors of AACR in the next two years will
consider seriously the points we have made, take note of the views expressedby users, become familiar with the projects under way at the international level and react accordingly. A revised edition of AACR formulated with these points as a background to drafting and understanding will indeed contribute greatly to the development of our ideal of
Universal Bibliographic Control.
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InfernationalStandardstThe Road

to UniversalBibliographic
Confrol*
Et-rzensrHL. Tarn
Chief
D escriptiae Cataloging Di,ai,si
on
Library of Congress
The euolution of modern practices in bibtiographic d,esniption is
traced to prouide a frame of referencefor considerationof the new
ISBD (M) International StandardBibliographic Descriptionfor Monographic Publications.The origin and obiectiaesof the standard.arediscussed,and the Americanexperiencein its applicationis reuiewed.

A S THE BICENTENNIAL APPROACHES, the backward look has
fa
become fashionable. It is appropriate, therefore, to inrroduce rhe
subject of this discussion by reminding you that George Washington in
his first message to the first Congress asked for speedy action in establishing uniform national standards. Washington was not successful;nor
were those of his successorswho repeated his pleas in the early years of
the Republic. As a consequence,prior to 1836 the man in Connecticut,
when he bought a bushel of oats, received twenty-eight pounds, but the
resident of New Jersey got thirty-rwo pounds, while the farmer in Missouri netted thirty-five pounds and the westerner in Washington Territory went home with thirty-six pounds.r Those were the days when the
authorities in Brooklyn accepted as legal four different feer: the Williamsburg foot, the Bushwick foot, the United States foot, and the foot
of the Twenty-Sixth Ward. It is reported that some strips of real estate
in Brooklyn couldn't be taxed becausedifierent surveys made with these
difterent units proved they didn't exist.2 Units and their equivalents
were particularly troublesome, as is apparent from a letter to the editor
of Science written in 1892 by a professor ar Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He complained that he had been interrupted one morning by a
messengerwith a telegram inquiring about the weight of a U.S. gallon
* Edited version of a paper presented at the Institute on International
as Related to UBC, San Francisco, 27 Jlune 1975; accepted August 1975.
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of water at sixty degrees Fahrenheit. Thinking the value easy to find,
Professor Mason firs1 asked the messenger to waitj but he discovered
only "the greatest confusion" in the references he consulted. After several months of investigation he had found eight different answers, each
fronl, an authoritative source. Professor Mason solved his problem by
calculating the weight anew and thereby added a ninth value to the list.a
Take noti of the professor's problem-solving technique, for librarians
also have devised the same nonsolutions for cataloging problems.
Today a foot is a foot and if any Brooklyn real estate escaPestaxation, it is not for that reason. But one cataloger's subtitle may be another cataloger's note, for cataloging is still an art and not yet a science.
Its evolution into a science must be accelerated, however, if we are to
meet today's global needs for information. To see how far the evolution has advanied, a brief historical review will be helpful.
Bibliographic Description in Early Catalogs
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fe staft for suggestions,Humphrey Wanley, an assistantin the library,
had this to ofier:
But a new Catalogue being a vast undertaking, too much caution cannot be used.
One way of taking such a general Catalogue may be this. Suppose a dozen or
more Learned men, who are likewise supposed to knou books bettet than others,
meet so many times a week, for a month or two, and consult together for the
best method in placing the books, as whether it be best to place all books of a
bigness together promiscuously, or all books of a Faculty, Siience, &c. together,
and that with respect to their heighth; or not, placing the difierent editi,ons of
every author together, the oldest, first. To consuk whether books with gilt backs
should stand with their backs out or not. . . .
Whether particular norice ought to be taken of any difierent Readings, or
other Learned Notes written in the books, by knowing men.
Whether the Title & date of every book should nor be expressed in the Language of the book.
To consult about the Method of drawing up a Catalogue from the books so
placed. As whether it be not the best way to express the book, that a Scholar may
know what book is meanr tho' he does not see the book it self. Whether when a
book contains many difierent Tracrs of several Authors, under one general Title,
Every author & Tract ought not to be expressed in the Catalogue. Whether upon
any General Head, or Auchor, rhe names of all those Authors or books that any
way illustrate the others ought not to be carefully put down. Whether they
ought not to say expresly such a book is a Folio, &c, Whether the names of eminent Printers ought not to be remembered with the place, & year &c. . . . When
a book has no Place or Date, whether it ought not to be put sine loco, sine anno,
&c. Whether the First & Best Editions ought not to [be] marked. Whether the
most rare books ought not to be distinguished, with a short note of the price,
&c.a
Wanley's proposals constitute a worthy precursor to modern code revision committee agendas and indicate the need in his own time for making and recording decisions about the content of entries. It is not sur-

ganization of the various libraries that had been confiscated during the
Revolution. Probably as an economy measure, the code specified pliying
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evolved.
Bi,bliographic
Desmi.ptionin the GoldenAge

The works of a man born ar Elstow, within a mile of Bedford, in the year 1628.
"His descent was," as he expressed it, "ot a low and inconsiderable generation,
his Father being an itinerant tinker, and his Mother of like rank"'6
The

name in the statement

of authorship
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probable use of the library the fuller the title should be-fuller, that
is, of information, not of words. Many a title a yard long does not convey._asmuch_meaning as two well-cu'osenwords."z He adviser catalogers
to "omit pufis and man-y descriptiae words which are implied eitheiby
the rest of the title or by the custom of books of the class under trcaiment, and those descriptive phrases which, though they add to the significance of the title,._do_noi give enough inforriation to pay for their
retention."s Perkins liked the idea of omitting puffs and iniluded a rule
to the effect that a short word in,parenthesei ihould be substituted for
a long phrase. As an example he cites the title "practical directions for
collecting,
transporting, preparing and mounting diatorns,"
-preserving,
which he abridges to read "Practical direitionJ (about) diaromi."e
-Perkins regarded the edition sratement as part of what he calls "Description." cutter considered it part of the title, and Dewey allowed the
option- of including it with either the title or the imprint. rf it was
reated as parr of the title, Dewey insrructed that it be trinscribed in the
vernacular, but if it was part of the imprint, it was translated into English, no mar.ter whar the language of the title page, and all adjectives
were to be omitted except "new," the abbreviation for .,enlarged," and
the number of the edition.ro
Library school Rules, like some of the other contemporary
-The
codes, called for the physical description of the book precedirig thi
facts-of p_ubli-c_ation.
These rules provide a miscellany of terms for describing the illustrations. The cataloger engaged in whar Dewey terms
"exact work" is required to differentiate between a "group of portraits"
-pres&ileih.
"portrait,of a group."lr Most of these codes
r"*"
Td l
imprint data. The place of publication was mandatoiy, but it could be
abbreviated to four letters, unless the name was unusual or ambiguous
like_Oquawka or Sibsagor, to use Perkins' examples. The name of the
publisher was given only for rare books, but the date of publication and
in some codes-the.copyright date were customarily required.
In the codes just described, though the variations are numerous, the
instructions are reasonably specific. The Library Bureau at about the
same time issued a pamphlet entitled "How Shall I Catalog My Library?" This pamphlet must certainly embody every catalogei's dream
of freedom, for the rule for description reads: ,1On'the firsi line write
author's surname, followed by his given name or names; on the ,next
line, the title; below, any data that you consider worth while. . . ."rz Surely the catalogers of that era, like Professor Mason, must have concluded
that laissez faire results in only the greatest confusion. The originality
that flavors these nineteenth-century codes has advanced the art 6ut not
the scienceof bibliographic description.
Standards lor Bibliographic Description
In the United States the proliferation of cataloging codes decelerated when the Library of congress (Lc) began its eard distribution service, for centralized cataloging brings maximum benefits when standard
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known and of interest here only because of the subsequent effort to revise the rules and make the code once again Anglo-American. This ef-

but identified .as essential to the successof the system "the maximum
sundardization of the form and content of the bibliographical description.'f16
These provisions of the resolution are the essenceof universal bib'
catalogliographic'control (UBC). The concept-is simple: 9utl.l1.ti""al
conbibliographic
the
for
iof ugen.y is to have primary responsibility
Volume20,Number l,Winter 1976
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trol of publications originating in that counrry. Each national catalogagency is-to acquire these publications and promptly prepare ani
,i-ng
rdistribute
bibliographic records {or them in either eye-readanie.or ma.
chine-readable form. As participation increasesand the same titles need
no longer be cataloged repeatedly in libraries around the world, resources can be deployed to improve bibliographic control at home and
to encourage its expansion in emerging countries.ro
Though several ingredients are vital to the realization of universal
bibliographic control, one takes precedence over all the others. The first
stepping-stone to UBC is "rhe maximum standardization of the form

Slovene, Danish, Finnish, German, and Japanese, and other translations
are under way.18 Not even Coca-Cola became that ubiquitous within
four yearsof its invention.
The Reaised,Rules of Description in North America
The list above has one very noticeable omission-the United States.
The omission was intentional to allow more detailed discussion of the
American experience with ISBD(M). The international standard did not
afiect catalogrng in this country until its provisions had been incorporated into a revision of the rules for description in the North American
Text of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.re In September l9Z4 the
Library of Congress adopted the revised rules for virtually all monograph cataloging except that already in rhe pipeline. Canad.a, incidentally, was more than a year-and-a-half ahead of us, having adopted .ISBD
(M) for use in Canadiana in January 1973. To introduce the revised
rules, workshops and institutes have been held in Wichita, Kalamazoo,
Tallahassee, Provo, and elsewhere throughout the counry during the
spring of 1975. Gradually ISBD(M) is changing rhe content of caraloging courses and the practices of catalog departments.
As a consequence of all this efiort we now have three sources of information about the revised rules: the experience of LC catalogers who
have been applying the rules for some time; the discussion of workshop
.99.
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The paper describes the worh in progress toward an international machine-readable cataloging system and discussesthe problems remaint'ng'

ALTWASSER
a succinct statement
HAS PROVIDED
of Universal Bibliographical Conmol (UBC):

of the goal

The guiding principle for UBC should be as follows: the information on a
book should be producedas completelyand correctlyas possibleat the earliest
possibledate. In the interest of speed,accuracy,and simplicity this should be
done in the country of origin by the national bibliographies.The data should
form.l
be made availablein machine-readable
We are concerned here with the latter aspect of the goal-making the
data available in machine-readable form-and shall address both the requirements and the prospects for international standards for the ex'
change of bibliographic records in machine-readableform.
Following Kaltwasser, let us anticipate that the exchange of machinereadable cataloging data will be between national agenciesand that each
national agency will assume responsibility for distributing this data
within its country.
The Library of Congress (LC) MARC service began with U.S. imprints in 1969, and was followed, during the period 1969-1973, by the
planning, development, and implementation of national MARC services
throughout the world (Ausralia, Canada, Denmark, England, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Latin America, Norway, Sweden, etc.). During
the same period of time, the structure of the MARC format (the physical repreientation of the information in the machine-readable medi
* Edited version of a paper presented at the Institute on International
as Related to UBC, San Francisco, 27 June 1975; accepted August 1975.
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um) became an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard in l97l (239.2-1971) and the ANSI standard (with very minor
modifications) was adopted as an International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard in 1973 (ISO 2709). The majority of developing national formats adhered to this structure. flowever, the structure is only one of three basic components of a machine-readable record. The others are: (l) the content designators, which identify data
elements or provide additional information about a data element, and
(2) the contents, which are the data themselves (e.g., the author's name,
title).
In addition to these components, a MARC record, regardless of what
agency created it, has a defined character set for the encoding of data,
and a defined set of codes for such items as language of the work, country of publication, etc,
A review of the various MARC formats reveals that, although in
most instances the ISO format structure is followed, we are far from
having achieved an international standard record. In practice, the specifications other than those relating to the structure of the record may
vary from being almost alike to being almost completely different.
As examples, let us consider the specifications for a few of the
MARC systemsrecords:
l. LC/MARC
records use the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(North American text), following ISBD(M): International
Standard Bibliographi,c Description for Monographic Publicafdons rules
for ordering and punctuation, LC subject headings, LC classification, and LC cataloging practices. A Dewey Decimal classification
number is assigned for use bv libraries classifying by this system.
The record contains coded information originally defined during
the U.S. MARC Pilot Project (1966-1968) for language, place of
publication, etc. The character set is the expanded roman set established by the library, based on the ISO standard character set, and
adopted as a standard by the American Library Association. The
structure of the format is the ISO standard format.
2. Canadian MARC records also use the Anglo-American Cataloging
,Rules (North American text) and ISBD(M) has been incorporated
into the cataloging procedures. LC subject headings and LC and
Dewey Decimal classification numbers are assigned. In some instances, the subject headings and classification systems are expanded
or modified to reflect Canadian requirements. The ISO standard
format structure is followed, and the record uses both the code values as originally defined by LC for U.S. MARC and the LC character set. The major difterences are in the use of more content designators than are used in the U.S.
uses the Anglo-American Catalogi.ng Rules (British
3. UK/MARC
text). PRECIS subject strings, LC subject headings, LC and Dewey
Decimal classification numbers are assigned. The ISO standard format structure is followed, the character set is the LC character set,
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and the system employs the LC values for coded information.
Again, the major difierence is that more content designation is used
than in the U.S. or Canada. Both the Canadian records and the
U.K. records reflect the requirements of a bibliography as opposed
to those needed for a library.
4. In the French INTERMARC
system, the cataloging data follows
the Paris Principles as.well as ISBD(M), but the Universal Decimal
classification (UDC) is used. The ISO standard format structure
is followed; some of the LC code values are used and others are
those prescribed by ISO standards.The LC character set is used, but
additional characters have been defined. Content designation of
data elements is far more complex than in any of the previously
discussed systems.
5. German MARC records follow the Regeln filr die alphabetische
Katalogisierung. It is not clear from the available documentation
what subject heading system or classification scheme is used. The
ISO standard format structure has been modified, and the content
designators are entirely different from those used in the systems de'
scribed above. The character set follows the LC set, but difierent
code values have been assigned to each character. The language
code is a language abbreviation table developed by the Germans,
and the country code is the ISO code (also used in French MARC
records).
What does all this mean in terms of using these various data bases at
any one national agency? Each data base received must be processed by
a tailor-made program. Where the varying data elements, content designators, codes, ind character sets are hospitable to machine analysis, the
translation of these items into the national format can be made automatically. In other instances, human analysis, interpretation, and modifications will be necessary.
It becomes evident that realization of Kaltwasser's recommendation
that cataloging data be available in machine-readable form requires in'
ternational agreement on a set of specifications. Since this is a formida'
ble task, let us examine the problems, review the state of the art, and ex'
plore the possibilities.
Problim: Varying RoIe of National Bibliography and National Library-Most major countries have a national bibliography as a functional entity produied by an agency other than the national library. In the
United States, the Library of Congress book catalogs serve as one component of the national bibliography. Since a bibliography is functional'
ly difierent from a library catllog, the content of its cataloging records
is affected. For example, a bibliography is not required to catalog each
record in relation to i collection, noi does it have to preserve continuity
among headings beyond any given issue or cumulation. It may also list
as separate entries items that would be treated collectively in a library
catalog. These functional differences naturally affect the format and the
content of the records.
Volume 20,Number l,Winter 1976
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Solution: There is none in the near term. The fact remains that both
national bibliographies and national libraries are engaged in the international exchange of machine-readabledata.
Problem: Lack of International Cataloging Standards-Machinereadable records as carriers of cataloging data are sensitive to these data.
Although the Anglo-American Catalogi,ng Rules have been adopted by
several countries and progress is evident in adoption of the Paris Principles for the forrnulation of national codes, there are no internationally accepted cataloging codes and few generally agreed upon cataloging
practices. The lack of cataloging standards creates major differences in
MARC records produced by difierent nations.
Solution: Under the auspices of the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA), considerable efiort is being directed toward
standardization in the area of cataloging. ISBD(M), establishing a standard description for book-form material as well as guidelines for the
development of ISBDs for other forms of material, is evidence of this
effort. ISBD(M) has been widely adopted internationally. However, standardization of choice and form of headings is a major problem for
which there is no near-term solution.
Problem: Lach ol International Subject Control System-There is
no internationally accepted subject heading system or classification
scheme.In the U.S., we use principally LC subject headings, Searssubject
headings, LC and Dewey Decimal classification schemes.In Europ9 the
Universal Decimal classification appears to be the more popular classification scheme. In addition, the British Library is promoting the use of
the PRECIS system.Although the National Library of Canada uses the
LC subject heading system and classification schemes,adapted to Canadian requirements, and the British National Bibliograph) (now incorporated into the British Library) assignsLC subject headings and an LC
classification to each UK title cataloged, it still appears safe to say that
the assignment of subject terms and classification values does not lend
itself readily to standardi zation.
Solution: There may never be a solution. Perhaps the best that can
be hoped for is some kind of standard broad subject class assignment
similar to the "Broad System of Ordering" or "Subject-Field Reference
Code" currently being investigated by the International Federation of
Documentation (FID) under contract to Unesco/UNISIST.2
Problem: Language Difficulties-The different languages used in entries, particularly in the subject terms and notes, have an impact on the
international exchange of bibliographic data. Naturally, each national
group prefers subject terms and notes expressed in its own language.
Solution: There is no alternative which is more efiective.
Problem: Character Sets and Codes-Letters, numbers, punctuation,
diacritics, special characters, etc., are represented in machine-readable
form by a defined code associated with each character. To avoid a machine-readable Tower of Babel, interchange tapes must use an agreedupon character set and the associatedcodes.
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Solution: The work originally done at LC for a roman alphabet character set, including all romanized languages, has been used by many of
the national agencies creating MARC tapes. Although there is an ISO
character set, it includes only 128 characters. There is general recognition of the serious limitations imposed by this constraint and efforts are
under way to use the basic character set with an already established,
agreed-upon technique to expand the set to include not only all roman
alphabets but also Greek, Cyrillic, African languages, mathematical symbols used in bibliography, and function codes required for bibliographic processing.This work is being done under ISO TC/46lSC4. Needless
to say, there are other languages requiring standardized character sets
for interchange purposes such as Hebrew, Arabic, Japanese, Chinese,
and Korean. The definition of the character sets for these languages is
of another order of complexity, but the problem must be approached
and resolved.
Problem: Nonroman Alphabets-We have always been faced with the
problems of the nonroman alphabets. When machine-readable records
of other countries are to be used, this problem is magnified. Most of the
large research libraries of this country have accepted the romanization
schemesadopted by the Library of Congress,but other countries use different schemes. Thus, using their records for nonroman Ianguages
would entail either accepting the existence of several romanization
schemesfor the same language or converting their romanization schemes
to ours. This processwould probably require human inspection in many
casesbecause there may noi be a one-to-one relationship between the
schemes.Romanization may be a problem without solution unless we
face up to the fact that the only solution may be to use the vernacular.
In certain countries, separate catalogs are maintained for each vernacular, assuming that the user is familiar with the language of the catalog'
The limitation is less on the definition of codes to represent the characters in machine-readable form than on the output of the characters
to make them human-readable. With the advent of nonimpact printers
and photocomposition devices, this limitation is being removed. There
still remains the problem of the Far Eastern languages with their tremendously large character sets.
Solution: A great deal of work has been in progress for years in various committees of ISO. There has been no overall international romanization agreement. Where agreement has been reached, the ISO standards
difier from the LC method. The problems of romanization lie in the
complexity of language itself. The problems associated with using the
vernacular require intensive study, from the point of view both of machine manipulation and display and of the organization of catalogs.
In summary then, the many events in the last decade or so have laid
the foundation for universal bibliographic control. The Paris Principles
set the framework for an international cataloging code and progress is
evidenced in the formulation of national codes based on these principles. IS,BD(M) established a standard description for book-form maV o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r I , W i n t e r 1 9 7 6
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terials as well as providing guidelines for the development of ISBDs for
other forms of material. The ISO standard for bibliographic information intelchange on magnetic tape provided a standard format structure
for the exchange of bibliographic records in machine-readable form.
However, the problems described still result in a significant lack of standardization in the data content and the content designation of the bibliographic records.
Worh on Content Designators
Recognizing the difficulties for the international exchange of records
created by this lack of standardization, IFLA established a Working
Group on Coatent Designators in 1973, under the auspices of the Committee on Cataloguing and the Committee on Mechanization. The
charge to the working group was to arrive at a standard set of content
designators for difterent forms of material for the international interchange of bibliographic data in machine-readable form. The working
group decided it would limit its scope to the requirements for the li
brary community, that is, libraries and national bibliographies. The
magnitude of the assignment was such that it appeared unwise at the
outset to consider the needs of other bibliographic agencies such as abstracting and indexing services. flowever, liaison was established with an
ISO counterpart (the Working Group on Content Designators, ISO TC
46/SC4/WG2) as well as with the UNISIST Working Group on Bibliographic Data Exchange.
The working gFoup first agreed on the definition and function of
each type of content designator (tags, indicators, and subfield codes),
and then formulated a set of basic principles upon which the international standard would be built. Since detailed analysis of the data content required for the bibliographic description of a form of material
must precede the assignment of content designators, the working group
decided to include onlv those forms that had received such detailed
analysis, namely, monographs, serials, films, maps, and music. Although
manuscripts had been analyzed in detail, this form of material was considered less critical for exchange purposes and so did not receive priority
treatment,
Early in its deliberations the working group realized that the international communications format to be designed would be a common denominator among national agencies.The lack of standardization in cataIoging codes and practices as well as in subject systems prevented the design of an international format that could be adopted by national systems without modification. Consequently, the basic premise was that
each national system must maintain its own national format for use
within its country and translate to and from the international format
for international exchange. The philosophy behind the design was to do
the "do-able."
The resulting international format is in the nature of a compromise.
The fields of the bibliographic record are divided into functional blocks
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(see Appendix). The functional blocks define the function performed
by the data elements in the record for the work. For example, the identification block includes all the elements that uniquely identify that work,
e.9., International Standard Serial Number (ISSN), International Standard Book Number (ISBN). The intellectual responsibility block contains all names, both personal and corporate, concerned with producing
the work. The descriptive block contains all elements now covered by the
ISBD(M) except notes. (The working group was aware that an accepted
ISBD presently exists only for monographs and that modifications to the
international format, which is intended to be applicable to monographs,
serials, films, maps, and music, may be necessary as other ISBDs are developed and accepted. The group worked in the context ot ISBD(M),
recognizing that the order of elements and punctuation may vary in
later ISBDs.) Since ISBD(M) uniquely identifies a work without the addition of headings or subject designation, it serves as a stand-alone record which can be considered a base record. This ISBD(M) base record
will be of great value internationally.
The content designators assigned to the data elements comprised by
ISBD are standard throughout all records in the international format.
For those areas where complete standardization is not yet possible (and,
in some instances, may never be), broad standard content designators
have been assigned to identify a field for internatio.nal exchange, but
the field will also include whatever explicit content designators were assigned by the originating national agency. This part of the record can
be used or deleted at the option of the receiving national agency. It was
the opinion of the working $oup that, since this data had been encoded
by a national agency, the data should be retained as given for possible
use by the receiving agency.
In summary, a record is made up of two major parts: (l) the standard bibliographic description given in ISBD(M) order and containing
ISBD(M) punctuation and (2) the headings, subject terms, etc., which
reflect national usage. Standard content designation will be used in both
parts, but the second type of data will also contain elements of the content designation of the national format.
The MARC International Format assumes the utilization of standards already in existence, namely the ISO format structure, ISBD(M)
and the developing ISBDs for other forms of material, and the ISO
codes for the representation of names of countries, etc. It is important
to note the significance of ISBD(M) in the design of this format. Without ISBD(M); it is highly improbable that progress could have been
made.
The format takes into consideration work in progress in IFLA and
ISO for such elements as an intellectual level code, a language code, a
media code for nonprint material, and suggestions are made for an interim solution until a standard can be established.
One significant problem remaining unsolved at this time is the means
of showing the relationship of one bibliographic entity to another.
Volume 20,Number l,Winter 1976
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Three general categoriesof relationship are involved:
l Vertical-the hierarchical relationship of the whole to its parts,
such as a single volume of a multivolume set.
2. Horizontal-the relationship between versions of a work in different languages, formats, media, etc.
3. Chronological-the relationship in time betrveen issuesof a work,
e.9.,the relation of a serial to its predecessorand successor.
At present, there is not agreement on how best to record this information in machine-readable form. Three of the methods currently in
use are:
l. Place the information on the related work in a single field within
the record. Thus, different volumes o{ a multivolume set may be
recorded in a contents field.
2. Use a separate record for each related work. The description of
the multivolume set is contained in one record and as many other
records as needed are used to describe each volume of the set. The
individual records are linked by some common identifier.
3. Use a single record made up of subrecords for each related work.
The description of the multivolume set makes up one subrecord
and a subrecord is used to describe each volume of the set.
The working group realizes that whatever method is finally agreed to,
the national agencies must have the authority to record the data in a
manner appropriate to their cataloging practices.
A provisional draft of the international format has been distributed
to agenciesall over the world by the IFLA Office for UBC, comments solicited, and an open meeting will be held in Paris in October 1975.
The problems and work in progressdescribed up to this point address
substantive issues of the records themselves. There are other issues for
an international MARC exchange which may be classed in two general
categories: (l) exchange agreements,and (2) maintenance.
Exchange Agreements
In the international MARC community, discussions have always been
limited to the exchange of machine-readable bibliographic data among
national agenciesto be used for the internal processing of those agencies
as well as for distribution to libraries within each country. Exchange
among national agencies was formally discussed at one international
meeting, the Banbury Conference, attended by the \A/estern European
nations in May 1974. At that time a resolution was passed that a permanent organization be set up to administer an internationel MARC network. To date, such an organization has not come into being. Ifowever,
there are negotiations going on between agencies for the exchange of
tapes. It should be noted that the present exchange situation is plagued
by most of the problems discussed in this paper which stem from lack
of standardization. Another significant problem is the lack of agreement
on the protocol of exchange. There are national agencies interested in
exchange between the agencies (normally suggestedto be at no cost) but
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with exclusive clausesattached to the agreement.For example:
L Only the national agency of a country is permitted to distribute
records of other countries and any public or private organization
desiring the tape records must go to the national agency.
2. The distribution of records of other countries outside of any one
country requires an additional agreement between the two agencies concerned.
3. Distribution of records within a country is limited to public organizations.
The exclusive clauses bring up many interesting issues not yet resolved:
l. How to proceed when, within a country, the national agency'srecords are copyrighted.
2. How to proceed when, within a country, all records distributed are
in the public domain and can be used by the public or Private sec'
tor as desired.
3. How to prevent tape copying, that is, the problems associatedwith
monitoring all organizitions purchasing records to Suarantee that
these records are not copied and given or sold to another organization in or out of the country.
In the case of LC. some of the issues described above create an ad-

used in LC's processing system.Internationally, LC could only distribute
U.S. imprintJ and would have to discontinue any other service to any
foreign country's libraries. This has several disadvantages:
l. Some organizations prefer all records from the LC tape because

for many years to come.
3. LC considers its distribution service within the U.S. to be in the

the respective countries will be exchanged without cost and on a nonex'
clusive basis. The agreements include the right to augment or modify
the bibliographic data contained in the foreign records for titles cataloged by the national agencies,and to distribute the augmented or modiVolume20,Number l,Winter 1976
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try. Both NLC and BN may purchase LC tapes for all non-U.S. imprints
included in the LC/MARC Distribution Service. If, in the furuie, in
the context of Universal Bibliographical Control, it is agreed on a multilateral basis that countries will only exchange their own imprints, then
the LC/NLC and the LC/BN agreemenrswill be terminated and negotiations for a new agreement begun.
Maintenance

some agency must assume this responsibility. As the international system
grows, this function also will grow and must be funded and stafied.
C_ertainly it has been accepted that, in the interest of economy and
speed, we need to use the cataloging records of other nations. The LC
Shared Cataloging program has demonstrated the feasibility and utility
of this approach in the U.S. Likewise, as we strive to share resources by

as a foundation, we will continue to make the modular improvements
tfat u1-ll promote efficient interchange while learning to accommodate
those difierences that it is not possible to resolve.
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APPENDIX
Functional Blocks of the MARC International Format
Identification Block: includes those elements that uniquely identify the record
(e,9.,control number, ISBN, ISSN) .
Coded Information Block: includes fixed field data (frequently codes) describing
various aspectsof the work.
Descriptive Block: includes those areasnow covered by the ISBD (i.e., title, edition,
imprint, collation, series) with the exception of notes.
Notes Block: includes free text statements describing various aspectsof the work.
In a few cases,the notes may follow a predefined format (e.g., contents notes).
Linking Entry Blocl.: includes standard links in numeric and textual form to
dth€r records (e.g.,ISBN, ISSN, key title, seriesadded entry, author/title added entry) .
In addition, the block m"y include the local control number of a related record.
Related Title Block: includes uniform titles, variant titles appearing on the pi€ce,
translated titles, etc., to be used as accesspoints. These titles do not form links to
other records.
Subject Analysis Block: includes both systematic or verbal subject identification
(e.g., UDC, PRECIS, Library of Congress subject heading) . Personal and corporate
namesused as subjectswill appear in this block,
Intellectual Responsibility Block: includes personal names and name of corporate
bodies. These names which will be identified as personal, family, corporate, or meeting, with the further refinement of having primary, alternadve or secondaryresponsibility. A code will be used to show the type of responsibility in more detail, e.g', editor,
66mFiler, translator, etc. These fields will also contain the content designators and
punctuation as supplied by the issuing agency.
Resewed for Future lnternational Use Block: includes a field defined for recording the agencyreslnnsible for the cataloging, i.e., a cataloging source field.
Local Use Block: reservedfor local use.
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The Anglo-AmericsnCotologing Rules:
A Hisforical Perspecfive*
Wyrr-rs E. Wnrcsr
Chairman (1954-1967)
Catalog Code Reaision Committee

The history of the deuelopmentof the Anglo-AmericanCataloging
Rules fu a record of somesuccesses
and somefailures in the attempt to
producea rational and efficientcode.There is sti,lla generousopportunity for improuement,an opportuni.tywhich should be utilized as ue
mooeinto a neu era of computerizedcatalogs.

velopment of the so-called "second edition" of the ALA cataloging rules
of 1949, since there was an almost continuous process of code revision
from 1930 to 1967, and the history of the first half of this period influenced some of the decisions made in the secondhalf.
After the appearance of. Catalog Rules: Author and Title Entries in
1908, there was no official action for additions or changes for over twenDuring this period each library adopted new pracrices as it
!y years.
found need. The Library of Congress (LC), in particular; found many
revisions, clarifications, and additions necessary.These were printed in
card form and distributed to other libraries for their information and
guidance. By 1930 most catalog departments and many catalogers had a
sizable file of "LC card rules" on hand, in addition ro any lbcal additions to the official code. In that year the Committee on Cataloging and
Classification of ALA suggested the advisability of a revision of the
1908 rules to include the new rules of the Library of Congress and others. The need for a new official code was particularly pressing because
* Edited version of a paper presented at the American Library Association Annual
Conference in San Francisco 30 June 1975; accepte,r for publication
July 1975.
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of the great growth at that time of cooperative cataloging among- the
larger l'ibrari6s. A Catalog Code Revision Committee was created, at
firsl as a subcommittee of the Committee on Cataloging and Classification and in 1932 as an independent committee of the American Library
Association, "to make .t..eriury revisions in the ALA Catalog rules with
authority to cooperate with the Library Association of Great Britain and
with sucii other-national library associationsas it might think appropriate,"t
From 1930 to 1935, some slow progress was made. The general direction which the revision should t;ke was discussed in various regional

tion.
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basic rules and principles. The resulting code was published by ALA in
1949.
In the meantime, the Library of Congress had undertaken to prepare
rules of descriptive cataloging for its own use and the use of such other
libraries as might desire to adopt them. The work began with the preparation and publication of Studies in Descriptiae Cataloging" an investigation of the necessity for various sorts of description in library catalogp. This was followed by the convening of a group of experts to prepare the simplest code of descriptive rules which could meet the established needs. Members of the staff of LC appeared before various regional groups to explain what was being done. In 1949 LC published its
vastly simplified rules for descriptive cataloging, which were received
with general satisfaction by the profession.
The successof the simplified rules for description led to the hope
that a similar simplification of the rules for entry and heading might be
possible. In l95l the Policy and Research Committee of the Division ot
Cataloging and Classification asked Seymour Lubetzky, who had worked
on the Stud,ies in Descriptiae Cataloging, to prepare a critique of the
1949 rules for author and title entries. The result was his Cataloging
Rules and, Principles, which gave a devastating picture of the inconsistencies and inadequacies of that code. At the annual meeting of 1953,
the division appointed a Catalog Code Revision Planning Committee,
with representation from the Executive Board of the division, the Descriptive Cataloging Committee, and the Board on Cataloging Policy and
Research. This Planning Committee reported at the Midwinter Meeting
of 1954 and recommended that a full revision of the tg49 code be undertaken:
The recommendation of the Planning Committee was accepted and
as a first step a Steering Committee, composed originally of five members
and eventually enlarged to nine, was appointed. Mindful of the gap between catalogers and other librarians which had resulted in the rejection
of the l94l draft rules, the Executive Board of the division also appointed an Advisory Board made up of administrators, refetence Iibrarians, and others. Since this Advisory Board was appointed by the Division of Cataloging and Classification, it did not, in practice, provide
the continuing communication between catalogers and other groups
which was desired, and in 196l the then Cataloging and Classification
Section invited other divisions ancl associations to appoint their own representatives as consultants to the Catalog Code Revision Committee.
With the appointment of these consultants a very fruitful two-way communication and partnership prevailed during the later phases of the
work.
During it$ first year, the Steering Committee was engaged in two
tasks. One was the recommendation to the division of the names of
members for the general committee. We also, in imitation of the committee of the 1930s, arranged for a number of subcommittees to cover
special subjects, but this was an example of the generals planning the
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siderations were invoked in the later stages of the revision and had con-
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as more important. Our assumptions have now been challenged by the

logs to the use of the computer as the catalog itself, will the advantages
of escaping the morass of "choice of entry" be great enough to lead us
to a change in our ideas of the proper organization of catalogs, bibli
ographies, and subject lists? There is still work to be done by those who
approach cataloging as an intellectual discipline rather than a mechanical practice.
The Graduate Library School of the University of Chicago devoted
its srlmmer institute in 1956 to the theme "Toward a Better Cataloging
Code" and provided a forum for the public discussion of the proposed
new approach.6 Also in June 1956 the Catalog Code Revision Committee obtained from the ALA Executive Roard a grant of $10,000 toward
the cost of code revision. There was general agreement that Seymour
Lubetzky was the best choice for editor of the new code, and arrangements were immediately made with the Library of Congress to release
Lubetzky from other activities and assign him to the work on the code,
utilizing the ALA funds. It was estimated at the time that the work
would take three or four years to complete-a schedule which proved to
be highly optimistic.
Quite early in our operarions we learned that the Library Association
had set up a special Cataloguing Rules Sub-committee in 1951, to review
the 1949 rules from the British point of view. This group was proceeding systematically through the rules at the time the Americans were beginning to rewrite them. As the work on the new rules progressed, the
British brought their review of the old rules to an end and started to
work with the Catalog Code Revision Committee on the new ones. Arrangements were made for the exchange of drafts of rules and minutes of
discussions,and, beginning with the participation of Hugh Chaplin in the
1956 University of Chicago institute, for participation in the actual discussions of each committee by members of the other committee who might
be available. If my memory is correct, at least one member of the British Committee was present at every Annual Conference and many of the
Midwinter Meetings of ALA beginning in 1958.Members of the American
committee visiting in London were invited to atrend the meetings of the
British committee which, by virtue of the shorter distances in Britain,
were held monthly.
The Canadian Library Association appointed, In 1957, a Special
Committee on Revision of the ALA Catalog Code, which also worked
closely with the Americans in the work of revision. Copies of the !uccessive drafts of the rules were also sent to other libriry associations
throughout the world, but, except for some comments from Latin
American catalogers, these produced verv little reaction although they
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undoubtedly helped prepare the way for the successof the international
conference at Paris in 1961. It may .be of interest to note that, in the
later stages of the code revision, nearly 200 copies of the drafts were
being distributed to members of the Code Revision Committee, its consultants, other officers and committees of the Cataloging and Classification Section, the British and Canadian committees, and foreign associa'
tions.
As work began on the revision, a sequence of discussions and reviews
the
of
proposed rules was instituted. The editor prepared a group of
rules and presented them first to the senior revisers of the Library of
Congress to review the clarity of the language involved. The rules were
then gone over by the Steering Committee and presented to a meeting of
the full committee. After discussion there, the editor redrafted as necessary and presented the revised rules, together with the next lot of new
rules, to the same triple scrutiny. For the first year or so we mit for the
usual two-hour period allotted to committees. This period proving not
suficient, we switched to an all-day meeting on the day preceding the
start of the conference. In addition to meeting at the two conferences,
the Steering Committee scheduled weekend sessions in the spring and
fall regularly. These meetings were made possible during the first four
years by the cooperation of the Library of Congress, which named the
committee as consultants in cataloging and thus was enabled to cover the
expensesof the meetings.
Discussions of the rules in the meetings of the general committee
were always lively. The committee was large, and not all members were
able to attend all meetings. New members were added from time to
time. There were conservative members, intent on continuing Past Practices, and radical members, anxious to reform the practices once and for

quently re-arguing points we had hoped were settled, when a rule supposedly approved in substance but sent back for improvement of wording was again debated in substance under the new phrasing. But gradually we did approach a consensusand moved forward.
In order to widen the discussion of the new rules by bringing in as
many catalogers as possible, the Executive Committee of the section suggested at the 1957 Annual Conference that a special preconference in'
stitute on code revision be held the following year. It was then too late
to secure any support for such an activity from the ALA budget, but
permission to hold an institute was granted on the understanding that
no funds would be available from headquarters. After investigation of
the financial arrangements that would be necessary if such an institute
were to be held at Stanford University and finding that the liability
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€ven under the worst situation woulri nor be over $1,000, the members of the Steering Committee agreed to be jointly Iiable for any deficit,
and a contract was signed. Fortunately the idea of such an institute
proved popular, and some 200 persons attended and took part in spirited
discussions.There was the expected interchange between the advocates
of the new approach and the defenders of the old, but the arguments
on both sides were brought out in the open and given a very thorough
airing. The result was a much wider appreciation of the directions in
which the new rules would develop.
The popularity of the Stanford institute led to the organization of
a second such public discussion at Montreal in 1960, when the new code
had begun to take more definite shape. The British committee organized
two similar conferences,in 1959 and 1964, and the Canadian committee
held an institute in 1961. Through these general meetings catalogers
were kept informed of the progress of the work, and general reaction
to the new rules could be measured by the committees involved.
During this period of 1957 to 1961, while we were hotly debating
within the committee such problems as the use of pseudonyms or of real
names, the entry of serials under title as issued or under latest title, the
legitimacy of entry of local institutions under place-name, the need for
nonauthor or form headings, and the proper criteria for entry of a
subordinate organization under its own name as opposed to entry under
the name of the parent organization, there were also debates being
carried on with others outside the committee whose suggestions failed
to secure support within the group. Two of these perhaps deserve special mention.
The first was an argument presented both to the Catalog Code Revision Committee and to the Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials by a group of medical and technical librarians that all serials should
be entered under title. The argument put forward in support of the
suggestion was that this would correspond with the usual form used in
citations, especially when the citations were to initialisms or to abbreviations of the titles. Twenty years ago we paid little heed to this suggestion, but it did not die and probably deservesmore consideration than
we gave it then. In this connection we might recall that at the 196l Paris
Conference on Cataloguing Principles a substantial group of participants argued that entry of a serial under the issuing body was justified
only when the serial contained the reports and proceedings of the society
and thus met the criterion of authorship.
The second suggestion which we passed over rather lightly was that
we consider the influence of the computer on the future of cataloging.
Unfortunately no one could tell us at that time with any detail what the
requirements of a computerized catalog would be. We did make a number of simplifications, such as the dropping of descriptive phrases, e.9.,
"pres. U.S.," which might impede mechanical filing, but these were made
for the sake of reducing unnecessarywordiness and not for the sake of
the computer. Some members of the committee attempted without suc.42o
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cess to change such headings as "U.S. 93rd Congress. 2nd Session" to
"U.S. Congress,93rd. Session,Znd" as an aid to filing. \Me are now becoming more familiar with computer needs, and I susPect that our
British colleagueswill soon be debating the need to continue the use of
titles of honor preceding forenames, such as Sir, Dame, and Lady, which
complicate programming for automatic filing.o
In 1957 Andrew Osborn returned from a meeting of the German library association and reported that the catalogers there had agreed to re'
vise their rules to call for entry of titles under the first word and were
considering the possibility of accepting the principle of corporate authorship. This news, together with information regarding code revisions
being undertaken in France, Italy, and the USSR, led to a suggestion
that there was a very real possibility of obtaining international agreement on cataloging rules. A conversation with Verner Clapp showed that
the Council on Library Resourceswas interested in the idea. The result
was an exploratory meeting of representatives of France, Germany,
Great Britiin, Italy, the Soviet Union, and the United States, together
with invited guests, in London in 1959. Sufficient areas of agreement
were found to lead the way to the planning of a full-scale International Conference on Cataloguing Principles in Paris in 1961.
In preparation for the second institute on code revision held at McGill Univarsity in 1960, Lubetzky prepared a draft of the code as so far

conference could be held and wishing to avoid final decisions until we
knew the results of cooperative efiort, Lubetzky was asked to continue
as editor, devoting such spare time as he could find in vacations to the
duties. Since the direct connection with the Library of Congresswas now
cut, and since the period originally estimated as the time required for
the work was expired, a new source of financing was needed. The Council on Library Resources agreed to grant funds for the work. After an

half of the code revision.
The two years from 1960 to 1962, immediately before and after the
Paris conference, were marked by sharp attacks on the new rules being
proposed by the committee. Both the theoretical basis and the practical
effect of the rules were questioned. Opposition was not by any means an
Volume 20, Number I, Winter 1976
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indication of pure conservatism. A belief in the value of the catalog as
a reference tool as well as a finding list, a desire to take as main entry
the heading under which the material would be most usually looked for,
a wish to avoid the need for some secondary entries by combining two
theoretically disparate elements in a single heading, and a desire to secure uniformity among entries from difierent libraries by the application of exhaustively detailed rules all played a part. The opposition during that period tended to center in, or at least to find eftective spokesmen
in, the Library of Congress. Because of the size of its catalogs and becausechanges on its printed cards would afiect many other libraries, LC
was particularly sensitive to the economic and practical efiects of a new
code. Becauseit is the custodian of the National Union Catalog, it felt
most strongly the need for uniformity among entries from many libraries. The H. W. Wilson Company, then the other great supplier of
printed catalog cards, was free from these pressures and adopted most
of the new rules contained in Lubetzky's 1960 draft immediately. The
attitude of the Library of Congress was the principal reason why the
final text of AACR represents many compromises with the principles
which some of us had hoped would govern the new code.
For ten days in October 1961, the representatives of fifty-four countries and twelve international organizations met in Paris and debated the
principles on which library catalogs and bibliographies should be constructed. Working papers covering various points had been distributed
in advance, and a draft set of rules, based largely on the preliminary
rules drawn up by Lubetzky the previous year, gave a frarnework for the
discussions. There was substantial agreement on all points except for the
proper entry of collections of various works published together. By a
slight majority the conference favored entry under title over entry under compiler. There were lesser degrees of disagreement on a few points
such as the choice of real name or pseudonym as entry, the number of
joint authors entitled to added entries, and the degree of responsibility
which entitled a corporate author to claim a journal as its publication.
The high point of the meeting was the acceptance by the Germanic representativesof the principle of corporate authorship.
The first meeting of the Catalog Code Revision Committee after the
Paris conference was devoted to the consideration of the statement
adopted there. A few points of disagreement were found. The more im.
portant were that the committee opted for the entry of collections with
collective title under the name of the compiler-the minority position
at Paris-and that it reaffirmed its previous position of opposition to
form headings and treatment of such entries as standard titles. The
committee eventually was forced, because of continued strong support
for form headings, to reverse itself on this last point and to conform
to the principle adopted at Paris.
In the spring of 1962 the Library of Congress, speaking for the Association of Research Libraries, informed the committee that it could
not accept the total abolition of entry for institutions under place
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where located, as advocated both by the previous votes of the committee and by the Paris conference. The rejection was based on the existence of great numbers of such entries in all library catalogs. As a result
the following meetings of the Steering Committee and of the General
Committee were devoted to hammering out the limited compromise represented by rules 98 an'd 99 of the North American text of AACR, rules
which were never adopted in the British text. Since the publication of
AACR, the Library of Congresshas withdrawn its objection to direct entry under name for all corporate bodies, and these two rules have been
deleted from the code.
Up until this period, the Catalog Code Revision Committee had undertaken to revise only the rules for author and title entry, assuming
that the simplified rules for description issued by the Library of Congress in 1949 were still generally accepted and would be merely reprinted in the new code. The Library of Congress, however, felt that these
rules needed to be revised also and wished to include more rules for description for specialized materials. The Council on Library Resources,
whose funds were now supporting the work of code revision, was very
reluctant to see the committee undertake any new activity. Under these
conditions the revision of the descriptive rules was assigned to the Descriptive Cataloging Committee of the Cataloging and Classification Section, working with the Library of Congress, with the understanding that
the revision of the two parts of the code would be completed at the
same time. The Library Association set up a new Descriptive Cataloguing Rules Sub-committee in London to work with the American committee and the Library of Congress on the project,
At the same time Verner Clapp, speaking for the Council on Library
Resources, indicated strong dissatisfaction at the slow process of trying,
in successivemeetings of the committee, to obtain agreement on various
points between the innovators and the traditionalists. At his insistence
it was agreed that where a substantial consensus could not be secured,
the old rules would be followed in the new code. This led to the eventual retention in AACR of some rules which depart from the strict ad'
herence to logical principles which we had hoped would govern the new
code.
The final meetings of the committee were devoted largely to three
questions relating to theological and legal headings: the entry for biblical and extra-biblical books, the use of the form heading "Liturgy and
ritual" and the use of various form headings for legal materials.
As we approached the rules for entry for the Bible, there was a general agreement that, just as we had abolished the subdivision "Spurious
and doubtful works" under the names of individual authors, we should
abolish the entry for the Old Testament pseudepigrapha and the New
Testament apocryphal works under the Bible, and treat these as we treated other anonymous works or collections of anonymous works. The
Apocrypha, however, presented a different problem, since the books contained in it are regarded by some churches as canonical although reject-
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ed by others. The Steering Committee, recognizing that not only the
canon but also the names of some biblical books are in dispute between
Catholics and Protestants, proposed as a compromise that we accept the
Protestant names of the books and the Catholic canon. This suggestion
was immediately challenged, and catalogers from the (Protestant)
American Theological Library Association presented statements from
faculty members of their institutions protesting that under no circumstancescould the books of the Apocrypha be entered under the heading
Bible. None of the professorsappeared to be aware that these books had
always been so entered, albeit as a special subgrouping. The final result
was an agreement that we continue as in the past to treat the books of
the Apocrypha as a special case,as subdivisions of the Apocrypha which
in turn is a subdivision of Bible. O. T. This arangement made more
sensewhen the biblical books were arranged in canonical order than it
does today with the subdivisions in alphabetical order.
The dispute regarding entry for Iiturgical works involved not only
the catalogers from theological libraries but the defenders of form entries in general. To some of us, the names of liturgical books seemed
very promising candidates for treatment as standard titles. The fact that
the 1949 code had given five different methods of handling this form
heading-special rules for the Orthodox churches, the Catholic Church,
the Lutheran churches, the Anglican churches, and the Jews-and that
for the Booh of Common Prayer we had ignored the form heading completely, implied that the heading was a less than self-evident entry. But
all that we were able to accomplish was to reduce the five previous rules
to a single uniform treatment for these works.
At the same time we lost the battle to replace the various legal form
headings by standard titles. lVe did succeedin securing standard title entry for multinational treaties and in giving that title in direct rather
than inverted form. We called for an individualizing entry for separate
tieaties rather than entry under the inclusive dates of administrations,
even though we had to make the resulting form a subdivision of the
country name rather than place it in title position. We, in my opinion
most unfortunately, succumbed to the arguments of the representative
of the American Association of Law Libraries and recognized a new
form heading for court rules. It seems to me that the present formal
monstrosity of "Canada. Court rules. Supreme Court" should before
now have been replaced by the more logical and conventional form
subject heading "Court rules-Canada-SupremeCourt."
And so, with a final editing of the rules, with the addition of the results of the labors of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee to those of
the Catalog Code Revision Committee, with the preparation of an index
and the submission of the whole for publication, we came to the end of
fifteen years of attention to the code and ten years of active rule making. As I stated when I handed over the printed volume as the final report of the Catalog Code Revision Committee, the result of our work
was by no means perfect. Opportunities for further work rvere left for the
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ncxt generation of catalogers.But we had made a beginning on the continuing task of providing a code which was rational and consistent, and
which would combine economy in the production of entries with efficiency
in their use in the catalog. Much still remains to be done. And the time
to do it is now, as we enter a new era in which the computer will be
used not as a tool to produce cards to fit into pre-existing card catalogs,
but as the catalog itself. What entries will then best combine economy
and efficiency?I have briefly reviewed forty years of code making in the
past. I hope that some among you are already at work preparing for forty
years in the future.
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(Spring 1975) .
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Th'eNafionalUnionCatalogPre-l956
lmprinfs:A ProgressReport
MencenBr PonrnnSurrn
Student, Haward Law School
F or m erly A d,mini str at i.ae an d E di t or i al A s sist ant
National Uni.on Catalog Publication Proiect
Library of Congress
The historyof the National Union Catalog,establishedat the Library
of Congressin 1901, and of the National Union Catalog Publication
Project, undertaken in 1967,are traced,and the editing processinaolaed
in preparing an esti,mated,
20 million cards for pre-1956imprints is detailed. With opproximately tuo-thirds of what is already the largest
printed bibliography completed,all uolumes are nou scheduledfor
publicati,onby the end of 1979.
'HE

National

Union Catalog Pre-1956 Imprints (Pre-56 NUC) is the

r largestprinted bibliography ever undertaken.As of September1975,
having reachedvolume 399 (Morgan, GeorgeG. W.-Mueller, Johann G.)

of an anticipated 610 volumes, it already contained more volumes than
either the British Museum's General Catalogue of Printed Books (complete
in 263 volumes) or the Bibliothdque Nationale's Catalogue giniral des
Iitnes i,mprirnCs (218 volumes through Watznauer). To date this catalog
has received an enthusiastic reception from librarians and scholars. Libraries report that their cataloging arrearages decrease as volumes of the
catalog appear, that their searching and acquisition operations are facilitated, and that their reference and interlibrary loan work is enormously
simplified by this tool,
Bachground
The Pre-56 NUC has been long in coming. The National Union
Catalog (NUC) was begun at the Library of Congress (LC) in 1901. As
the library began to print and distribute irs own cards to major U.S.
libraries, it began to iollect and file the cataloging records of ihese li
braries together with its own cards in a single catalog. By 1926, this cataManuscript received June 1974; accepted for publication September 1974; updated
September1975,
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log had grown to almost two million cards, but no attempt had been made
to edit it or to eliminate duplication, and only a limited location service
was ofiered. In the years that followed, the catalog expanded steadily,
and the Union Catalog Division was established in 1932 to enlarge,
maintain, and service it. By this time it was recognized by librarians and
scholars that this country needed a comprehensive uni,on catalog which
would record the locations of all books of research value in the U.S.
and make this information available to those who required it.t As the
NUC grew, serious discussions began as to how it might be made more
accessible to libraries throughout the country. LC had already begun
publishing a book catalog of its own cards, including a limited number
of titles for which copy had been supplied by other libraries, and in 1954
a new American Library Association Subcommittee on the National
Union Catalog was established to consider the expansion of the Library
of Congress Catalog-Books: Authors into a national union catalog by
the addition of a large number of the catalog entries of other libraries as
reported to LC. It was determined that such a catalog would be feasible
and of considerable benefit to libraries in their efforts to coordinate acquisitions and carry out interlibrary loan, cataloging, and reference tasks.z
The resulting National lJnion Catalog: A Cumulatiae Author List,
including all LC cards and entries for imprints of 1956 and later years
from other libraries, has been published on a current basis since 1956.
It took another ten years of planning and negotiation, however, before
work could begin on the editing and publication of the huge file of pre1956 cards. The Library of Congress finally made arrangements with the
American Library Association for publication of the catalog by Mansell
Information/Publishing, Ltd., of Chicago and London, with LC performing the editorial work.
The National Union Catalog Publication Project (NUCPP) was
established at LC in 1967 for the specific purpose of editing for publication the approximately 20 million cards which make up the pre-1956
NUC.8 Pre-56 NUC includes reports for all forms of material: maps,
monographs, music, serials, in all languages except those cyrillic and
Oriental titles not cataloged by LC. NUCPP is attached directly to the
office of the director of the Processing Department. Its stafi of fifty-seven
employees carries out the numerous processes through which unedited
cards must pass before they are ready for shipment to the publisher.
The Ed:iti.ng Process
The first of the many steps in the editing procedure is the merging
of the main portion of the catalog with a total of seven supplements,
including one devoted to serials and four of a chronological nature.
This merging is done by NUCPP filers, who also are responsible for
maintaining the unedited portion of the catalog. Pre-editor/searchers
then review the trays card by card, eliminating many of the duplicate
reports for a given item and transferring all location symbols to the LC
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printed card, if one is available. If there is no LC card, the pre-editors
transfer all the symbols to the card which they judge to be the most
suitable for inclusion in the catalog. They begin to standardize the
filing which has been done under a number of systems,and also pull all
of the references found there for verification. They then search these
referencesin the LC Official Catalog and the NUC, returning the verified
ones to the trays and discarding the invalid ones.
T}ae Pre-1956 NUC is intended to include all existing LC main
and traced added entries for pre-1956 imprints, except title, series, and
subject added entries. Since the NUC is missing many LC printed cards,
the filers next compare each tray, card by card, against the Official Catalog. The cards not found in the NUC trays are either xeroxed or ordered
from the Card Division. With certain Cyrillic and Oriental entries, our
filers have discovered as many as 200 to 300 missing LC cards per tray.
After these preliminary steps have been completed, the main editing
process begins. Although editing is similar to cataloging in that both
procedures involve the bibliographical description of works using a
standard set of rules, there are important difierences between the two.
A cataloger takes an item to be cataloged and makes as thorough and
accurate a description of it as is economically feasible and necessaryto
integrate it into an existing collection. An editor, by contrast, is not attempting to describe a work, but without seeing it, to standardize as
far as possible the dozens,and sometimes hundreds, of descriptions which
various catalogershave made for it.
Using the 1949 ALA code as the basic guide, an editor examines each
card in a ttay for correctness of choice and form of entry. He or she
resolves the numerous conflicts which exist between entries and provides added entries and cross-references when necessary. Editors must
search and attempt to verify in the NUC, or in the Official and Public
catalogs, or in other reference sources, the many headings which appear
to be incorrect or in conflict with those already established. Editors
identify duplicates not eliminated by the pre-editors and are responsible
for the final arrangement of the cards. Filing is done in accordance with
LC rules, as modified by the project, and for some entries the filing arrangement is extremely complex. As editors go through the trays they
also check carefully for the reproducibility of each card. When necessary,
they have cards retyped and also indicate when added entries and crossreferencesneed to be prepared.
For certain headings, such as voluminous authors and corporate jurisdictions, a senior editor will be assignedthe entire heading as a "project"
and he/she will edit the complete file, frequently doing much of the preediting work as well. These projects often involve thousands of cards and
take weeks to complete. The two largest projects to date have been the
Great Britain file, which in its final form occupies four complete volumes
and portions of two others with a total of approximately 3,200 pages,and
the Bible file, for which volumes 53-56 have been reserved, to be pub-
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lished upon completion of the rest of the catalog, thereby ensuring that
the file will be up to date at the time of publication of the last volume
of the catalog.
NUCPP continues to receive reports for pre-1956 items at a rate of
about 500,000 annually. The cards which fall in the part of the catalog already published are filed in the supplement, along with a constant stream of added entries, references, and corrections. This A-O
supplement already numbers approximately 1,85 million cards.
Reference service on the pre-1956 NUC and its supplement is provided by the Union Catalog Reference Unit of the Reference Department. Libraries desiring information about titles falling in the unpublished portion of the catalog send their requests directly to this unit. A
regional reference network of Mansell subscribers has been established
to handle inquiries falling in the scope of the published volumes. Libraries not subscribing to the Pre-56 NUC first send their requests to the
clesignated Mansell subscriber in their region. Requests nof satisfied at
this regional level are forwarded to LC for further searching. Request
forms and a manual on NUC reference service are available from the
National Union Catalog Reference Unit.
After an editor has finished a tray, it is taken by a copy editor. The
copy editor examines all of the location symbols of contributing libraries
on each card, changing the obsolete or modified ones as necessary.He
or she also eliminates unnecessary and extraneous information, stray
marks, etc., on all cards so that they will be in the most economical, concise format possible when photographed.
Following the copy editing process,the typing requested by the editor
is done. Typists prepare new rnain and added entry cards and cross-references, using a special manual and following the editors' instructions.
The cards are then proofed for accuracy and format.
After this initial typing process, the edited trays are reviewed, card
by card, by an associateeditor or reviewer. In this brief final checking
processthe reviewer attempts to make sure that the editor has not overlooked any duplication, conflicts, or incorrect headings. Since the editors
must work quickly and most trays contain entries in several difierent
languages, prepared by a wide variety of libraries under different cataloging rules, this final check by our experienced reviewers helps to ensure that the high bibliographic standards established for the catalog
are maintained.
When necessary,the reviewer also requests additional typing of main
and added entries. After this is completed, each card in a tray is stamped
sequentially, so that the correct arrangement will be preserved.The cards
are then microfilmed, so that the film will be available to editors until
the printed volumes are received. In addition, should anything happen to
the cards in transit they can be reproduced from the film. The cards
are then packed and sent to the publisher in London in weekly shipments
of 18,000 to 20,000. At the publisher's offices, they undergo further pro-
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cessing and are finally published in large green volumes which are
shipped at the rate of five per month to the catalog's subscribers.
Over two-thirds of the catalog entries have now been edited and
shipped to the publisher. At the present rate, all volumes of the completed catalo9, the largest printed catalog in the history of printing,
should be in the hands of its subscribersin 1979.
REFERENCES

l. John W. Cronin, "The National Union and Library of CongressCatalogs: Problems
and Prospects,"Library Quarterly 34:79 (fan. 1964).
2. Ibid., p.81.
3. "Project to Edit Largest Book Catalog in History," Library ol CongressInlormation
Bulletin 26:'lA4t (23 Feb. 1967).
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The Monthly Cotalog'sFirsf Response
Charge
to hs 1947 Congressional
JoHu A. McGrecnv, III
Catalog Librarian
H amp den-Syiln E Co lle ge
H ampilen-Sy d,ney, V ir ginia

brary of Congresscataloging. With cornputeri,zationo renewed response
toward,fulfilling its charge is possiblefor the Monthly Catalog'
-f-HE DATE 24 March 1947 is significant in the history of federal doc'
I ,rment bibliography. During its meeting that day, the Congressional
resolution:
Joint Committee on Printing adopted the following
of United States
Catalog
index
of
Monthly
annual
the
That
the
RESOLVED,
Government Publications strall be deemed satisfactory to meet the requiiement contained in Title 44, Sec.75 of the U.S. Code, providing for the ptint'
ing of a Biennial Document Catalog at the closeof each Congress,whidt shall
bJretroactive to the issue laSt published of the Biennial Document Catdog
at the closeof the Seventy-sixthCongress.r

iiilGipt

for publicationJanuary1975.
receivedJuly 1974;accepted
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next Document Catalog issue at $60,000,and observed that that tool was
entirely a duplication in expandedform of the entriesin the Monthly Catalog.
It is believed that the saving to the Government would far more than justify the
discontinuanceof the Biennial Document Catalog since such a few copiei are
circulated even though the personswho have been receiving it free of charge
will suftersomeinconveniencein having to use the annual index of the Monthly Catalog.2
The public printer's letter also mentioned a study undertaken by the
Superintendent of Documenrc into the "possibility of substituting the
annual index of the Monthly Catalog for the Biennial Document Catalog," and stated that the proposal had been discussed with "leading
scholars and librarians." Jerome K. Wilcox, as chairman of ALA's Public Documents Committee, was perhaps the most important of these li
brarians. His report "concerning rhe cataloging and indexing programs
of the Division of Public Documents" was prefaced with the statement
that "for many years, there have been questions in my mind as to the
necessity for all the details given in the Monthly Catalogi' a thought
which could be profitably repeated today.s With regard to the Monthly

proach" to each title with reference to entry numbers rather than page.
Introduction of the Computer
1974 could prove to be an equally significant year for federal document bibliography. In that yeaf computer-assistedtechniques were firsr
used in the production of the Monthly Catalog (hereafter designated
Catalog). The benefits resulting from this change from a manual operation may seem obvious, but its significance can only be judged at a later
time. At the least, the year marks the end of the twenty-six-year period
in which the Catalog attempted to respond to its doubled charge-to
provide both a salescatalog and a "comprehensive index" of public documents-through traditional methods.
This period from September 1947, when the Catalog received its
doubled charge, through December 1973, when its last manually compiled combined index appeared, was filled with criticism of the bibliography's indexing methods, its incompleteness, and its lack of timeliness.
Debaters of the same point held widely differing opinions: the statement
that the Catalog "has an excellent index"a contrasts sharply with "pi
brarians] should not, however, settle for the woeful inadequacy of the
Monthly Catalog's index."s With this period now closed, it may be possible to reach a consensuson the Catalog's first response to its 1947 congressionalcharge.
Purpose of Study
In the present study, the Catalog's response to this charge is exam-
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important challenge for some time.
Sample Characteristics

sification numbers.
TABLE I
Selrpr,nDtsr'meurtoNsv Tvpn or Pusr,rcerron (SuDoc)
TyPe

Number

Periodicals and Subscriptions (February Appendix)
Cuttered Documents
Numbered Series
Departmental Serial Numbering
Date or Congress Number plus Serial Number
Date alone
Congtessional Bills and Reports

26
,o
l0
4
4

JC

J

Library of congress catalog entries were found in the National union Catalog for 39 of the 100 documents; l8 (46 percenQ wele coveled
by open eitries for periodicals, annual reports, and other serial titles;
anaht (b4 percent) were cataloged as monographs. Of this-latter number mori thin half were either congr:essional hearings or publications of
the Interior Department.
Time Lag Figures
The daily depository
the study of the iime lag
shipping list from which
the date of availability of

shipping lists provided the necessarydates for
in iiiting itemi in the catalog. The date of the
each of ihe documents was chosen was used as
that document.
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The time lag for indexing was computed by comparing the date of
shipping a document with the date of shipping the issue of the Catalog
in which it was indexed (both dates determined from the daily deposi
tory shipping lists). Of the 100 documents, 62 were identified which
could be used to provide data on the question of time lag. Of the other
38, 38 were periodical publications listed in the February appendix of
the Catalog,4 were not listed in the bibliography for individual reasons,
and I appeared in t}aeCatalog before it was distributed to depositories.
Doc,urnentsExcluded from the Catalog.
The four documents omitted from the bibliography were (l) a
House bill (routinely not included), (2) a "change" to a publication in
the Army Regulations series, (3) a general publication of the Geological
Survey, and (4) an "administrative" publication of the Veterans Administration.
Personal inquiry at the Government Printing Office revealed the folIowing reasons for noninclusion of the documents in the Catalog: (l)
only sales publications within the Army Regulations are listed; (2) the
Geological Survey document was a reprint of a lg68 publication and
was not recataloged in l97l; (3) the Veterans Administration publication was "administrative in nature" and had been distributed to depositories by mistake.
Another example of a publication not listed was found in preliminary sampling and is not included in the figures reported here. This was
a NAVPERS Rate Training Manual,which was excluded because
This publication contained copyright material and all copies were withdrawn
from our salesstock. Due to microfilm restrictions on this copl'right material, we
did not enter this publication in the catalogsinceall publicationsso listed must
be microfilmed.6
These findings demonstrate that conditions for the inclusion of a
document in the Catalog are much more limiting than is apparent from
statements describing the bibliography's coverage. They show that the
Catalog has not discharged its responsibility to provide a "comprehensive index of public documents" for even that portion of the government's printed material which passesthrough the Public Documents Department as a part of the federal depository program.
Mean Time Lag
A mean time lag for the sixty-two applicable publications was calculated as 77.52+4.7 days with 95 percent confidence. Figure I shows
the frequency distribution of the time lag observations. For this graph
the time lags of the sixty-two documents were first expressed in a number of days as outlined above; then these observations were grouped into
weekly units.
The curve shows a generally normal distribution with week eleven as
the modal class. It is right skewed; citations for three of the publications did not become available until the twentieth week after the publi-
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Figure I
FrequencyDistribution ShowingDelay of Monthly CatalogCitation in Weeks
cations were mailed. The greatest time
issue as was expected, sinci that issue
printing of this index generally delays
iue; thE December 197"1issue'was not
March 1972.

lag was found i" ,lt9 December
contains the annual index. The
the issuance of the December ismailed to depositories until 14

Delaying Factors

found in the issue, the number of Items (defined a,s one of the classes
of documents available for selection) on shipping lists of that month,
the number of documents in the sample foirna in the issue, and the
period of time during which the sampfe publications were mailed. The
data are presented in Table 2.
Analysis of the data reveals, first, that the catalog does not fulfill the
statute which requires the Superintendent of Documents
on the first day of each month [to] prepare a catalog of Government-publications which shail show the documentspfnteA during the precedingmonth.T
Of course, the legislation is literally unrealistic and cannot be realized
in the bibliograpf,y's present formai, if at all. Still the Catalog neither
appears ,.o., ih" nist aay of each month," nor does it include citations
f6"^ "do.rr-ents printed during the preceding month." The data indicate
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TABLE 2
Scopneun MerrrNc Derns or Docuunurs tN rsn Monthly Catalog

Issue

Date
Mailed

February l97l
March I97l
April l97l
May l97l
June l97l
July l97l
August l97l
Septemberl97l
October l97l
Novemberl97l
Decemberl97l
Jawary 1972
February 1972
March 1972

3/25/7r
4/ t2/7r
5/r7/7r
6/ 9/7r
7/14/7r
8 / r 7/ 7 1
9/ S/7r
t0/ 8/7r
rr/ 9/7r
12/ 6/7r
3/ 14/72
2/ t8/72
3/ 10/72
4/20/72

Number
Number
of
of
DocuNumber of Items on ments
Entriesin Shipping
in
Bibliography Lists Sample

1,500*

r,747
r,522
1,450
r,394
1,581
r,520
997
1,807
1,033
1,007
l,lg4
8 8 1*
1,536

863
678
I,l l4
871
784
963
1,009
961
864
922
838
872
961
970

2
6
5

5
5
5
6
5

(
J

J

I

* This figure excludes the number
of entries made for publications

Inclusive
Mailing Dates

- r/7
r/r3- 2/4
2/rv 8/9
3/26- 4/14
4/80-5/r7
5/20-6/18
6/28-7/rS
7/23-8/r0
8/r0- 9/14
9/?Uro/7
r0/27-rr/|
rr/ 15-12/2
rr / 29-12/20
r2/23in the appendix,

that most documents are listed in an issue mailed two to three months
later than the items themselves.

contents of a large block of shipping lists are not all found in a single
issue of the Catalog.
The data also indicate an uneven number of entries in the difierent
issues,with sharp variations, for example, berween September and October l97l and between February and March 1972. These variations are

The September and February issuesboth include special sections requiring additional composing time (in September, a list of depository
libraries, and in February, a list of serial publications), time possibly
offset by a shorter period of coverage. Column four of Table 2 records
a count of the "Number of Items on Shipping Lists" for fourteen
calendar months, February l97l-March 1972. lt is hypothesized that this
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count should be proportional to the size of regularly produced Catalog
issuesand would be ieflected in the latter after a period of eleven weeks,
the average time lag. But there is no variation in the "Number of ltems"
column ritti.n might account for the size variations of certain Catalog
issues.
Indexing Analysis
During the 1947-1973 period, the Catalog included, as in earlier years,
'under subjects or titles"; the
a combindd index with cilations provided
introduction in January 1974 of a divided index with subject, author,
and title sectioniis seen as inaugurating a renewed resPonseto the 1947

Index Citation Format

in the index.
ployed
^
bt the 308 index entries, the citations of 157 (51 percent) were based

lowed by that section of the title associated with the subjecq the remainder of the title is given next, followed by a comma and any initial
words of the title, as seen in this entry from a monthly index:
Deaf, education, challengeand charge,review
of report of conference,8296
.

above example is cited as:
Deaf:
educationchallengeand charge,review of repott of
8296
conference,
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jointed segments. This use of catchword title indexing with title rearrangements, in combination with subsidiary lists in any one of which
o_nly fraction of a title appears, is the major cause of difficulty in
-a
Catalog searches for this period.
Mean Number of AccessPoints

erences.
The range of the number of index enrries made for the documents
was from one to twelve. The mean number of access points including
see references found for the ninety-six documents was ialculated to bE
4.29 +0.5 entries per tirle with a 95 percent confidence. When the see
references were excluded from consideration, the maximum number of
entries for a document dropped to eight. The mean number of index
entries made for the documents was reduced by more than a whole unit
to 3.21+ 0.34 entries per tirle.

cess points. The Catalog provided slightly betrer than average bibliographic access for publications which were selected by LC to be cataloged, but its indexing is less than the average suggested for the same
publications by LC catalogers.
Ind.ex Couerage
A study equally important as that identifying citation formats used
in the Catalog's index is that of determining points at which the index
is likely to provide access to desired material. To investigate this question, the index entries of the sample documents were examined to de.
termine how often a searcher could expect to find a citation to a known
document, one for which a bibliographic
description is available,
through title, subject, author, or series.
The frequent use of title elements as subject headings makes it impossible to discuss these entries separately. Of the total number of title
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and subject entries made for the documents, 66 percent were formed
from elements in the documents' titles. An index search for a known
document will most generally be initiated by a quick check under title
or author, but of the ninety-six documents investigated, only fifteen
were found cited in the index with an exact transcription of the title as
given in the document's bibliographic description.
The discussion of the Catalog's indexing formats suggested that a
document may be indexed under its initial substantive word and yet not
be cited with a transcription of its title. Close examination of the index
under subject heading terms, including variant forms of the initial
word of the documents' titles, revealed entries for an additional twentyfive documents, a total of 41.66 percent of the titles.
The Catalog's index does not include more than one personal author
citation per document.s Among the sample documents there were thirty
which included personal authors in their bibliographic descriptions; the
index included an entry under the first author for twenty-nine of these.
An examination of the thirty documents revealed a total of sixty-six
names associated with their creation; the Catalog thus provided bibliographic accessto 43.97 percent of this total.
Several of the personal name entries found in the index were surprising: an entry was made for the reporter of decisions of the U.S.
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals and for the editors of nine periodicals. It is obvious that further clarification of the Public Documents
Department Library's guidelines providing for the inclusion of personal
names in the Cntalog's index is desirable.
One would expect a more thorough provision of corporate entry aP'
proaches in the Catalog because of the lack of limitation to a single en'
try as for personal authors, but the index provided entries to only fortyone documents of the sample under some form of corPorate body headings. Access to series represented in the sample was also found to be incomplete: nine of thirty series titles were not provided with bibliographic aicess through the government office responsible for the work, and
title entries were provided for only five.
LC's Suggested.Catalo ging
For the thirty-nine documents added to its collections, catalogers at
the Library of Congress provided forty-two corporate body entries and
thirty-six title entries. Seventeen personal author and fourteen series entries were suggested. LC rejected added entries for periodical editors, but
did provide them for joint authors.
SuUject coverage by LC of the thirty-nine documents was provided

55.4 percent of the bibliography's index entries.
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Thus it appears that, while the bibliographic coverage provided
through the use of LC cards was more complete for searchesby author,
title, and added entry, the Catalog's subject coverage of the sample documents was more extensive than that afforded by the LC service.
It was noted that a majority of the LC subject headings were subdivided; LC cards more closely defined the subjects treated in documents
cataloged than did the subject headings used in the Catalog's index. Due
to the factors of heading specificity and heading syntax in only one instance did both tools provide identical subject analysis for a document.
In another six casesthe two systemsdifiered only in the addition of the
subdivision by place, "U.S.," to LC cards. But beyond this number correspondenceof entry became increasingly tenuous.
Bibliographi.c Accessto Federal Publications
The situation revealed by this study of the bibliographic coverage of
100 depository publications in the Catalog and through Library of Congress cataloging is one of incompleteness.Of the 100 items, the Catalog,
for various reasons, failed to include four documents in its checklist of
newly printed federal publications. The LC card service is known to be
selective;only 39 of the 100 documents were cataloged by LC.
The time required for the Catalog to provide this bibliographic access was also discouraging. An average of eleven weeks was required to
list entries in the bibliograph]; the figures ranged from eight to twenty
weeks-five months for some documents issued late in the calendar year.
The time required to obtain LC cataloging data varies according to the
form in which it is requested, and was not examined here.
In their provision of bibliographic access points to federal documents, the two systems favored difierent methods: LC provided more
corporate body and title entries while the Catalog included proportionally more subject accesspoints, albeit more general ones. In its lW4 index,
the Catalog's provision of title entries has probably become more extensive than that presently reflected on LC cards.
In the matter of subject accessto documents, the Catalog's index and
a card catalog based on recommended LC entries would exhibit virtually
no compatibility. The findings of this study indicated that if the corpus
of subject headings used by each tool were to be represented as circles,
these geometric figures would be tangent: in only one instance did both
LC and the Catalog provide an identical subject entry.
Appraisal of the Monthly Catalog
A repetition of the statutes describing the functions required of the
Monthly Catalog is relevant at this point:
The Superintendentof Documents,at the closeof eachregular sessionof Congress,shall prepare and publish a comprehensiveindex of public documents
upon a plan approvedby the Joint Committeeon Printing. . . .
On the first day of eachmonrh the Superintendentof Documentsshall prepare
a catalogof Governmentpublicationswhich shall show the documentsprinted
during the precedingmonth.e
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These requirements originated in the Pri,nting Act of 1895; in 1947 the
Joint Committee on Printing permitted the Supedntendent of Documents to discontinue the biennial Document Catalog with the opinion
that both the above quoted statutes could be fulfilled by an improved
Monthly Catalog.
The seriousnessof the problems which caused the termination of the
Document Catalog can haidly be questioned, but its demise is unfortunate since-whatever the extent to which the Monthly Catalog may have
fulfilled the two requirements stated above in the years immediately fol'
lowing its 1947 chaige-the single bibliographic work now published by
the Public Documenis Departmtnt Library is neither comprehensive nor
timely.
The Monthly Catatog is enjoined to be a "comprehensive index of
public documents." ThiJstudy has shown that the Monthly Catalo-g iniludea only 96 percent of a sample of the publications mailed to depos'
itory libraries from the Government Printing Office; its coverage of nondepository publications is suspected to be less comPlete. Since _the 1947
commitree iesolution, all publications "not confidential in character"
which come to the attention of the Superintendent of Documents are
intended to be included in the bibliography.
The Monthty Catalog shall be prepared "on the first day of each
month." With manual composition it has been impossible to fulfill this
requirement. This study found an average of elevert weeks'--delay betwien the distribution of a depository document and the availability--of
bibliographic access for that document. Even with magnetic data files
and photocomposition it may not be possible to Prdu-ce -overnight a
publication "which shall show the documents printed during the pre'
ceding month."
Tlae Monthly Catalog has becom
ing to keep in touch with governn
because there is no other bibliograp
published. Before that date it was i
Government Printing Office. The re
ommendation of the public printer has been a dichotomy of purpose
under which the Monihly Caialog is now published; an attempt to issue
in a single bibliographit work i sales citalog of federal p-ublications
and a .,Jompreheniivi index of public documents" has resulted in the
production of a Uintiographic tool which fulfills neither of its two statutory obligations.
Desiderata
The two congressional requirements ale not mutually exclusive, and
there is no reason why a carefully planned publication cannot serve as
a sales catalog in its initial issues,and as a comprehensive biblioqaPhl
of federal doCuments in its cumulations. The most serious limitation of
tLleMonthly Catalog is that it attempts to achieve both goals in its primary monrhly issues and fails because the dichotomy Promotes a com'
promise between its two purPoses.
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of utmost importance; issues could
ueekly basis without indexing or the
ed. At monrhly intervals issues could
I greater bibliographic detail for the
rsive index" the compilation of not
: bibliographic citations, in a single

cumulation, would be welcome.
concurrent with the introduction of computer techniques in the production of the Monthly catalog, an event wittr signincaht implications
for the future of federal docuhent bibliography] the superintendent
of Documents would be wise ro make a thoiorigh appraisai of the tool
needed to fulfill his congressional charges, rath-er t-hin rashly grafting
new techniques onto an existing bibliography.
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BookMarketingand Selecfion:

A Publishing
I tibrary Forum
Report bY
EuzesnrH A. Gusnn
Immed,iate Past C hairman
Librari,es Committee
A ssociati.onof Ameri,can Publishers
In cooperation with
Arrnnp H. LINB
Head,, Gifts dt Exchange
Columb i a U nia er sit"tLibrarie s
and
Pnrrn J. J,lcors
V i,ce-President, Sales
Bro-Dartr Inc.

N I IULY 1975 at the American Library Association Conference
n
i" S"an Francisco, a capacity crowd of nearly 1,300 heard from a
\rl
panel of librarians, publishers, and wholesalers how the budget crunch
is affecting the producers/distributors of books and the buyers of books
alike. What does each sector need from the others to coPe with today's
economy? What cost/efiective systems and procedures are compatible
with each other's needs?The program focused on problems and materials
of concern to academic, research, and large public libraries.
The day-long meeting provided interpretations of and reactions to the
findings of three task forces consisting of members of the Association of
American Publishers/Resources and Technical Services Division Joint
Committee and the Resources Section of the American Library Association, sponsors of the program. Coordinated by Sandra K. Paul,
Random House, with John Dill, McGraw-Hill Book Company and
ComJuanita Doares, New York Public Library heading the Program
mittee, three survey $oups queried librarians, wholesalers, and publish'
ers on their current practices and business procedures regarding the
marketing and selection/acquisition of books. A fourth task force was
concerned with the evaluation of selection tools.
Although it was clearly recognized by the Program's Planning Committee that there was need for a more refined questionnaire and a more
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penetrating probe of the groups surveyed, it was also clearly evident that
never before had so much current raw data been gathered from and about
the library marketplace.
The opening session on "Money: Where Do All the Dollars Go?"
heard from Andrew Neilly, John Wiley; DeWitt C. Baker, Baker &
Taylor Company; Carol E. Moss, Los Angeles County Public Library
System; with reactions from Beverly Schroeder, Dimondstein Company;
Harlan Kessel, University of California Press; and Marguerite Soroka,
Engineering Societies Library. Virginia Whitney, Rutgers University
Libraries, was sessionleader.
Session two discussed "selection Tools: What's Good, What's Bad,
What's Missing?" Participants were Jean Boyer, Temple University;
Murray Martin, Pennsylvania State University Libraries; with reactions
from Elizabeth A. Geiser, then R. R. Bowker Company; William Buchanan, U.S. Historical Documents Institute; Roger Sraus III, Farrar, Straus
& Giroux; David Brooks, Carol Cox Company; and Peter Jacobs, BroDart. William Bunnell, County College of Morris Library, led the session.
Session three, dealing with "Marketing and Selection: What Are
Effective Responses to Common Needs?" heard from Jack Feyock, McGraw-Hill Book Company; Preston Treiber, EBS, Inc., Book Service;
Norman Dudley, University of California ar Los Angeles Library; Shirley
Sarris, R. R. Bowker Company; Lionel Wilson, John Newill and Sons;
and Hendrik C. Edelman, Cornell University Libraries. Barbara Marks,
Elmer Bobst Library, New York Universiry, was session leader. Robert
Sachs, Harper & Row, provided an overview at the conclusion of the
Program.
Running throughout the day's sessionwere several recurrent themes,
voiced and supported by all segmentsof the marketplace represented on
the panels as well as in the audience: the need for earlier reviews; the
need for greater understanding, acceptance, and usage of all forms of
standardization to achieve new, cost effective ways of doing business;
and-overriding all-the importance of keeping this kind of useful forum
for industry-wide communications alive and growing.
Ffere, then, are highlights of the views expressed by representatives
of the three major segments of the book community.
The Librarians Speak on Publishers'I Wholesalers'Promotion:

(l) complete name of aurhor; (2) complete title, including subtitle; (3)
name of publisher; (4) series title; (5) information on the edition: how
does it difier from the first edition? Is it an edition or a printing? Is it a
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facsimile reprint? Is there new matter added? Who is the editor? ("It is
distracting,'; Martin rePorted, "and in library terms undesirable to
have the ltem entered under the editor's name, with that of the real

thus ensure more accurately directed mailing pieces.
On Booh ReviewinglSelection Tools

criticisms.
On the Economy-and Its Efrect on Book Purchases

budget beyond 1976.
V o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r 1 , W i ' n t e r 1 9 7 6
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The Publishers on Why Do Boohs Cost So Much?

On Reaiewing and Selection Tools

On "Consortia"-Are

They a Threat to publishers?

"No," claimed Shirley Sarris of Bowker. Resource sharing can mean
released money for more book purchases. But publishers, unfa'miliar with
networks, need to know which libraries comprise which networks, how
the networks function, and who the decision -ike.s
"re.
The WholesalersI Distributors
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Where Do We Go From Here?

tions within libraries and into the economics of the marketplace.
Committees of the American Library Association, the Association of
American Publishers, the Special Libraries Association, and other rele'
vant groups must now accept these challenges.
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Notes on the Author Notations
and TablesUsed in Libraryof Congress
Schedulefor lcelandicLiterature
HSLEN M. Koven
Senior Assistant Librarian
Pennsylaania State Uni.uersityLibraries
U n iv ersity Par k, Penn syluania
Icelandic literature is a problem for the catalogerbecauseit i,nuolues
themany literary forrns of the Old Norse(to 1540)and the modern lcelandic literature.Further, the problem of entry is unusual becauselcelandic personalnames(with certain exceptions)do not contain a surname, but rather a personalnanxeor namesand a patronymic,ending
in -(spon or -d,ottir,and occasionallya toponym. Since 1968, the Library of Congresshas been reaisingold entri,esas necessary
and establishing new entriesunder a new practi,ce.
of Iceland were emit 7f OST OF THE EARLIEST INHABITANTS
IYI
gr6s from southern and western Norway between approximately
874 and 930 a.o. and brought along with them not only their Old Norse
language, but also the poetry and oral history of their homeland. In
fact, the fcelanders preserved these literary forms and invented new
ones, so that Iceland became a rich depository for the literature of the
Middle Ages. This literature had its roots in the Old High German and
Old English (through the Icelanders who had settled in the British Isles
before coming on to Iceland).
Thus, the Library of Congress (LC) schedule for Old Icelandic and
Old Norwegian begins at PT7lOl with the literary and historical criticism of the Old Norse literature.l The most famous literature to survive
from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries was, of course, the collection
of prose narratives called sagas. These are of so many different types
that they are confusing to the nonexpert to classify. Flowever, the LC
schedule beginning with PT7l8l is good on the main types: (l) the historical sagas concerning certain families, certain kings, Norwegian colonies, or Denmark and Sweden; (2) sagas relating to the Icelandic
church or clergy; (3) mythical or heroic sagas.Under collections, beginManuscript received November 1974; accepted for publication July 1975.
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Einarrson's A History ol lcelandic Li'terature are invaluable'z
In recent y.un tir. Library of Congress has been revising its entries
for Icelandic personal names which formerly had been established under the last element of the name.

from the patronymic.s

gurdur J6hannesson.
To iolve the very practical problem of entries already in the public
catalogunder the old lorm of entry (e.g',Oskar,Jon), the Pennsylvania
. 7l '
Volume20,Number 1, Wi'nter1976

state university Libraries plan to leave thesein, but all new entries for
new authors will follow the revised form and will have a cross-reference
from the_patronymic to the-personalname, e.g., entry under
J6n Helgason, 1899- with cross-referencefrom Helgason, J6n, lg9'9- . The
public -servicestaff will assistlibrary patrons in searchingboth ways for
any Icelandic author.

The last section (PT758l-7599) coversthe literature of the Faroe Islands, as thesewere a stopping-placefor many of the 9th century emi.
grants from Nor.way to Iceland. Some of these vikings stayed on in the
rugged Faroes,so the modern Faroeseis derived from the Old Norse, but
not the same as Icelandic. Becauseof their isolation, medieval stories
and-ballads (kvaedi)have been passedon orally and almosr unchanged
to the pres€nt generation of islanders. The first book ever printed in
Faroese (1822) was a collection of ballads about Sigurd the killer of
Fafnir.
PTFERENCES

I' u.s. Library of congress. subject cataloging Division, classification. class p, subpt. 2: Dutch and Scand,inaaianLiteratures, with Supptementary pages
!7,
"I!y
(Washington, D.C.: 1965), p24-35.
2. Gabriel rurville-Peffe, origins of lcelandic Literature (oxford: clarendon press,
1933),260p.
Stefan Einarsson,A History ol Icelanilic Literature (New york:
John Hopkins, lgb?) ,
409p.
3. u.s. Library of congress.ProcessingDept., cataloging service llo:2 (summer. rg4) .
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Resources
and TechnicalServicesDivislont

AnnualReporfs, 1974llS
President's Reporl
Doner-vN J. HIcruv, Presid,ent

In years such as this, the president of the Resources and Technical Services
Division of ALA can rightly wish for a person such as Paul Dunkin to provide
a catch-phrase, describing it pithily. Perhaps it might be termed the "Year of
Creative Schizophrenia," for Webster defines "schizophrenia" in part as "disintegtation of personality expressed as a disorder of feeling, thought, and conduct."
Certainly such disorders and some disintegrations prevailed, but viewed as a
whole, they seem to have been ones which bode well for the future of the division, and thus might be reasonably called "creative."
To inaugurate the year, the 1974 Conference in New York City heard a
gloomy report about the state of the association's finances, but the gloom was
eventually somewhat dispelled by the end of the year, largely because of the
huge monetary successof that same conference. At New York, the various divi
sions of ALA became increasingly conscious of the uncertaintieS occasioned by
the passage of a new dues structure for the association, but they saw also the
possibility of making the divisions "put up or shut up" in terms of their services
to membership.
Within RTSD we prematurely breathed a sigh of relief that ISBD(M): International Standard Bibliographic Desmiption for Monographic Publications,
was finally incorporated in chapter 6, revised, of the Anglo-Ameri,can Cataloging
Rules, and we set about to make the Catalog Code Revision Committee (CCRC)
a part of RTSD, not merely of the Cataloging and Classification Section (CCS),
upon the request-it should be noted---of CCS itself. At 1975 Midwinter' ISBD
returned to challenge us in the form of librarians who felt left out of the deliberations and who believed, more importantly, that the library's user was being possibly harmed by the changes which ISBD and chapter 6 were introducing in the
United States. There is much left to be investigated in terms of ISBD's effects
on the public; meanwhile, the Catalog Code Revision Committee faces a deadline of 1975 for its preliminary recommendations and has of necessity,proceed-
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San Francisco. In between these conferences, the division presidents and executive secretaries met with the ALA Executive Board to hammer out some of the
details of budgeting under the new dues srrucrure. (For those of you who may
have missed its import, the new sructure involves each division in essentially
paylng its own way in ALA by securing enough members, at gl5 each per year,
to pay for the division's staft and program.)
The RTSD Board of Directors discussed and debated the various issues related to the emerging ALA structure. We are in the process of creating an expanded Divisional COPES (Committee on Program Evaluation and Support); we
have raised the price of the division journal, Library Resources b Technical
Services, to $15 for a subscription so that the costs of processing separate
mailings to nonmembers of the division will be realistically charged; and we
have tried to create a format for the Board meetings which minimizes the time
spent on operational details and maximizes the opportunities for discussion of
issues facing the division and the profession as a whole.
In light of the considerations of ISBD and of Universal Bibliographic Control (UBC) (a new IFLA program), RTSD is attempting to increase its international consciousness.We are trying to be sure that the division is properly represented at international cataloging and bibliographic meetings, and we are setting up mechanisms to attempt to avoid last-minute debate and approval of standards forwarded by other national and international associations.
At the division level, we have been remarkably fortunate in having only a
few resignations from offices and committees. The activities of each of the sections will be highlighted in the reports of their respective chairmen; however,
particular attention should be paid to the redesigned program of the Resources
Section (nee Acquisitions Section) whose ambitious plans for San Francisco have
set a high standard for the other sections and the division.
Probably the most active RTSD committee this year has been Code Revision.
It has'iet a model for participative style by inviting representation from all of
the various ALA units and from other American library, archival, and information associations. Its hearings on rule 6 for serials, conducted at ALA Midwinter
in Chicago, brought a timely and much-contested issue to the floor. Whether the
issue can be satisfactorily resolved is still in doubt; nonetheless, this kind of
open debate in ad,uanceof rule determination is healthy and provocative.
Other committees, not so heavily funded as CCRC, have worked with equal
diligence. Ever-present problems in the area of nonbook materials cataloging
seem to be coming into better focus, and the ad hoc Nonbook Committee has set
up procedures for relating itself to the numerous other ALA groups interested
in audiovisual media, and perhaps changing its name to Audiovisual Committee.
Problems associated with the organization and procedures of the various
RTSD and sectional discussion gloups remain to be solved, but recommendations are in the making. The Council of Regional Groups leadership will undergo a slight change in status and length of term; this group is viewed, however,
as one of the best media for communication with potential RTSD members,
The San Francisco Conference RTSD program is designed to focus upon the
history and the future of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, with Wyllis
Wright, long-time chairman of the previous code revisioh committee, providing
a perspective, and Dorothy Anderson, director of IFLA's new Universal Bibliographic Control Office in London, attempting to glimpse the future of. AACR
in the context of UBC. Section programs will extend and complement the divi-
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sion efiorts to provide what appears to be as well rounded and varied a set of
conference ofierings as has ever been scheduled at an annual meeting. In addition, the division is attempting for the first time to hold an informal cofiee session for its membership, to give an opportunity for members to meet officers
and committee personnel as well as each other. Another eftort along this line was
the opening of the traditional l\4idwinter RTSD luncheon to anyone with the
price of a ticket, rather than limiting attendance to divisional and sectional officers and committee personnel as had previously been the case.
Before suggesting some of the challenges and problems which face the division in the year ahead, it is important to recognize the contributions of the
many RTSD members whose concern and expertise keep the division oPerative,
even in times of schizophrenia, In particular, both the vice-president and the
past-president have been quick to assist the president in attending other meet'
ings, looking in on the various units of the division and the sections, and generally ofiering sound advice and support in a time of adjustment. The Board
members, including section chairmen, have participated fully, stayed in the
and made regularly helpful and
not bitter-end,
meetings to the-hopefully
creative suggestions for improvements in divisional structure and programming'
The editor of the journal and his stafi have once again served without remu'
neration to produce a highly resPected quarterly publication in Libtary Re'
sources lt Technical Seraices,and they deserve our hearty commendation' Each
year, the executive secretary is recognized for her many contributions to the well
being of the division; it is truly impossible, however, to give adequate testimony
to the many ways in which she and her stafi provide the moral as well as technical support necessary to keep an RTSD president from making gross errors. If
because Carol Kelm arwe ever "look good," it is-you can be sure-largely
ranged it that way.
Where will RTSD's creative schizophrenia lead? It could be to disaster, if we
neglect the vital area of membership promotion. Many of our current members
believe, with adequate justification, that RTSD membership strould be drawn
from those who are truly interested in the work of the division and that such a
membership will emerge whether or not it is "promoted." We must, however, be
sure, in making such a judgment, that we have done a superior job of letting

meet their interests. This is a task which is never finished.
Asr -ing that RTSD survives-and few of us believe that it is in any real
danger of demise-we need to devise imaginative and forward-looking programs
for the division which will serve as continuing education for the membership
and bring to our attention the rising young leaders of the profession. This
means more attention to people and issues, and hopefully less time expended on
the routine and perfunctory details of division management.
Perhaps mosf important of all is the development of a conscious "interface"
between RTSO and its colleague divisions in ALA, between RTSD and its counterpart g1oups in other associations, and between RTSD and national and international insiitutions, organizations, and programs which have bearing on the orThe creative schizoinformation.
ganization and control of bibliographic
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phrenia which RTSD now senseswill be a salutary one if it PromPts the division to look beyond itself to the development of useful Programs of interaction
with those whose cause is the same as ours.

ExecutiveSecretory'sReport
Canor. R. Knr'w, Executiue Secretary

Another busy year has passed for RTSD and the RTSD secretariat. The
work of the R'ISD office included the usual activities related to the Midwinter
Meeting and the Annual Conference; meeting numerous internal ALA deadlines; and the provision of information by telephone and letter about technical
services matters and RTSD activities. The officers and committee personnel of
the division worked conscientiously and productively during the year to fulfill
the function of the division and its units. Division publications and conference
programs have been major contributions to librarianship, as the reports of divi'
sion and section officers show.
A major portion of the RTSD office time has been sPent this year on serving
as the secretariat for the catalog code revision effort. This included maintaining
and distributing the documents of the RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee and the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR to members and
representatives of these Sroups, and arranging and attending the meetings o{
the two groups at conferences and at other times. To assist with the heavy load
of work, the office added a half-time seoetary in August 1975.
Because of the AL{ dues structure change in 1975, the division has actively

fee hour provided a time for informal conversation between RTSD officers/
committee chairmen and RTSD members/prosPective members. At the 1975
Midwinter Meeting the traditional RTSD luncheon was opened to all who
wished to attend, with ticket salesbeing handled at the ALA Midwinter Meeting
registration desk rather than by advance mail sale. These two functions will be
continued in 1976 in the same manner.
As of 3l July 1975 the RTSD total membership was 6,356 (compared to
9,454 on 3l August 1974,i.e., the end of ttre 1973/74 fiscal year) . Of this number
4,179 were RTSD personal members (compared to 7,098 on 3l August 1974)' Because RTSD receives directly $15 per personal member and a portion of the
RTSD organizational members' dues, the division's financial recources will be
higher in1975/76 than in 1974/75, in spite of the slight drop in the number of
membets,
With the increased financial resources, the division is planning ways to increasecommunication with its members and to insure RTSD participation in the
national and international meetinp where matters of special concern to technical serviceslibrarians are being discussedand policies formulated.
t
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Cotologing ond ClqssificqtionSection Report
Cenor- F. Isnrlroro,

Chai,rman

The Cataloging and Classification Section, in an effort to communicate the
developments and progress oI national and international cataloging standards,
sponsored a one-day institute and a program meeting at the Annual Conference
in San Francisco. The Institute on International Standards as Related to Univer(UBC) had the following participants: Elizabeth
sal Bibliographic Conrol
Tate, chief, Descriptive Cataloging Division, Library of Congress: "Mono'
graphs, with Farticular Reference to Revised Chapter 6 of AACR"; Michael
Gorman, head, Bibliographic Standards Office, British Library: "Serials"; Ron'
ald Hagler, associate professor, University of British Columbia, School of Librarianship: "Nonbook Materials"; Henriette Avram, chief, MARC Develop'
ment Omce, Library of Congress: "International Standards (Requirements and
Projections) for the Interchange of Bibliographic Records in Machine-Readable Form." In addition to the principal speakers, Saad M. el-Hagrassy of the
Cairo office of the Library of Congress, American Libraries Book Procurement
Center, spoke briefly about his Arabic translation of chapter 6 of AACR, and
Dorothy Anderson, director, IFLA International Office for UBC, presented upto-date information regarding developments at the international level.

Library of Congress, was the kevnote speaker, and C. Donald Cook, assistant professor, Faculty of Library Science, University of Toronto; Robert Balay, head,
Reference Department, Yale University Library; and Nathan Josel, director,
Madison Public Library, served as panelists, reacting to Mr' Blume's Presentation.
At the CCS program meeting, the Margaret Mann Citation was presented to
Margaret W. Ayrault, professor, Graduate School of Library Studies, University
of Hawaii "in recognition of her strength of leadership in cataloging and classification as acknowledged by her colleagues in professional organizations, in li-
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and the annotated list compiled by the subcommittee is either published or made
available through some source.
After several presentations by the Black Caucus regarding its decision to support Afro-American as the accepted term for blacks of American descent, SAC
went on record as recommending that the LC subject cataloging Division begin
to change subject headings containing the words Negro and Negroes to AfroAmerican when referring to Negtoes in tfre u.s., and to Black when referring
to racial origin (e.g. "Black race" for "Negro race").
. At Midwinter the need for establishing guidelines for the subject analysis of
nonbook materials was expressed, Therefore, a SAC Ad Hoc Subcommittee on
the Subject Analysis of Audiovisual Materials was established with the following function statement: "to investigate and to identify any difierences in the
subject analysis and control requirements of nonbook materials and books. This
investigation is to include consultation with public service librarians and media
specialists as well as subject catalogers."
The principal activity of the Deseiprive Caraloging Committee (DCC) this
year has been participation in the work of the RTSD Catalog Code Revision
Committee. Whether ALA's role in code development should revert to DCC aftef the current revision of. aacR is completed has been quesrioned. rn anticipating the second edition of. AACR, DCi has begun to identify useful projects
that would make the new edition more comprehensible and accessible to iatalogers,
The primary concerns of the Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee
(CCMC) this year have been the Catalog Code Revision Committee's work on
chapters 12 (motion pictures and fllmstrips) and 14 (phonorecords) of AACR,
and the subject heading-s for children's materials. CCMC has stated the need for
a
ryrvly of Sears and LC subject headings relating to children's materials to provide the necessary evidence required ro supporr the desirability of a single slandard list. CCMC has recommended that LC subject headings should be adopted
as tlie national standard.
The Policy and Research Commirtee (PRC) has expressed concern that insufficient empirical data was available to individuals involved in making important decisions, for example, in the revision of AACR. While PRC recognized
that little can be done for the present code revision, the committee felt that future revisions should be based on the results of empirical research. It was further suggested that research projects identified by PRC might be undertaken by
individuals in library schools under the guidance of faculty members. In the
coming year PRC is planning to investigate this possibility with faculty members
of various library schools.
With the publication of revised chapter 6 oI AACR in July 1974, the implementation of the Internarional Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) was
challenged by those who felt that the ISBD cataloging format would have adverse efiects on catalog users, parricularly in school and public libraries. After
Midwinter, ALA Councilor Peggy Brooks Smith, on behalf of Sanford Berman,
Maurice Freedman, Joan Marshall, and Marvin Scilken, sent to the CCS Executive Committee a draft Council resolution which directed CCS to study the impaqt of ISBD on library users and to consider whether another forrnat might
better serve the users in school and public libraries. If such a study were to be
un,flertaken, the CCS Executive Committee recommended that the Catalog Use
Study Committee of the Reference and Adult Services Division would be the ap-
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propriate committee, rather than CCS. A broader-based study, not limited to
iSBb, b,rt incorporating the larger quesrion of the organization of_bibliographic information fbr all types of libraries was suggested by the CCS Executive
Committee.

pers delivered at Annual Conferences.
In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the members of
the CCS Executive Committee and the committee chairmen for their active
participation and support. A special note of appreciation must be expressed to
Wesf"y Simonton, eiitor of tiUrory Resourcis- dr Technical Sertices, for his
efficiency and his cooperation. To Carol Kelm, RTSD executive secretary, for
all the assistance and guidance she has given me throughout the year, I am
particularly grateful.

Reproduction of Librory Mqferiols Secfion Report
FnencrsF. Snnurzrn, Chairman
How effectively the section fulfills its function, i.e., assisting libraries, depends on the successof its information program and on the eftorts of the section committees.
At the San Franciscoconference,the RLMS program meeting on criteria and
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mended that libraries purchase for permanent retention microforms produced
on materials for which such standards do exist. A subcommittee on Non-silver
Films was also established, to recommend the research needed for formulating
standards for nonsilver films in libraries. As for standards, since the previously
AlA-sponsored ANSI PH5 commitree was taken over by rhe National Micrographics Association, changes were made to reduce the PH5 concern to micro-

The section accepted with regret the resignation of William C. Roselle,
chairman, efiective at the Midwinter Meeting, because of greatly increased. duties at his university. The remaining part of his term was served by the vicechairman, chairman-elect, who thanks the oficers and members of the section,
and the executive secretary of RTSD, Mrs. Carol R. Kelm, and her stafi, for
their work and support.

ResourcesSection Report
Rospnr C. Surr,rveN, Chairman
with

the conclusion of the san Francisco conference and the submission of

The Collection Development Commirtee continued its energetic and productive activity under the able leadership of Juanita Doares of the New yoik pub-

braries by four task forces. This impressive group of representatives from publishers and libraries met many times and corresponded throughout the past year,
and the successof the program reflects the many hours of detailed planning,
analysis, and arrangements required. Not only was the program of significant in-
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terest to those in attendance but the various published reports of its findings
and recommendations will serve as a springboard for much additional discussion

ers, Inc.

the emphasis away from the former concentration on acquisitions Processes toward the more broad areas of the selection and evaluation of library materials
that was envisioned by the change of the name of the section from Acquisitions
to Resources.

sentatives.

by the attendance at the meetings of these more informal grouPs,
to fill a real need at the conferences by providing a forum for the
of information and discussion of developments that might not be
the more specialized committee meetings or in other meetings that a

they appear
interchange
available in
nonmember

'and
cedures for processing any such future complaints in a more systematic
aPProwith
othef
uniform manner. The BDLR Committee is also cooperating
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priate ALA committees in reviewing the draft of a leaflet entitled "What Shall
I Do With My Old Books" submitted by Shirley B. Lebo of the Library of Congress.
The article "Periodical Prices: A Three Year Comparative Study" by Frank
F. Clasquin of the F. W. Faxon Company, Inc., that appeared in the I October
1974 issue of. Library lournal was the subject of much discussion at the Midwfnter Meeting of the Library Materials Price Index (LMPI) Committee. Paul
Birkel of the University of San Francisco Library has provided eftective leadership of this committee. The committee also has been encouraged by the publication in September 1974 of ANSI narional standard (239.20-1974) "Criteria for
Price Indexes for Library Materials" and by the publication in Novembet 1974
of William H. Kurth's paper prepared for the IFLA Committee on Statistics
and Standards entitled "A Strategy for Developing Price Indexes for Library
Materials." The Bowher Annual of Library and Booh Trade Informati,on fot
1974 listed the thirteenth in a series of compilations of data on prices of U.S.
and foreign published materials prepared by members of and consultanrs to rtre
LMPI Committee. H. William Axford's article in the winrer 1975 issue of Iibrary Resources b Technical Seruices, "The Validity of Book Price Indexes for
Budgetary Projections," generated much discussion and has prompted the
LMPI Committee to darify again that the indexes were designed as guides to
assist libraries in budget justifications and not as replacements for more relevant
statistics that individual libraries may develop. The lively reaction to the San
Francisco Conference meeting cosponsored by the LMPI Committee and the
ALA Oftce for Research on 3 July 1975 to discuss John Dessauer's study, "Li
brary Acquisitions: A Look into rhe Future," that was published in the 16
June
1975 issue of. Publishers' weehly provided further evidence of the intereit in
and importance of this committee's work and of the serious impact on library
purchasing power of continuing inflation, devaluation of the U.S. dollar, the
paper shortage, and related developments.

of the "criteria
for the Procurement and Use of Microforms and Related
Equipment by the Libraries of the California State University Colleges," and
the distribution of the New Yorh rimes on vescicular microfilm. The committee, together with other units of ALA, and the quarterly Microform Review,
will sponsor a seminar for librarians and micropublishers in New york in the
fafL
Deanna H. Marcum of Tennessee Joint University Libraries has rejuvenated
the Policy and Research committee to explore the procedures for implementing
a proposed acquisitions scholarship award wirh the p&R Committee serving as
the jury, to recommend to the RS Executive committee additional tasks ro be
performed by the members-at-large of the Executive Committee, to suggesr ways
tbat RTSD might participate in the White House Conference and State ConLibrary and Information Services (P.L. 93-568), and to parricipare
ferelces on
in the activities of the RTSD Planning Committee.
The Reprinting Committee, ably guided by Henry James, librarian of Sweet
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America," compiled by Jennifer Magnus of the Library of congtess. This list,
a replacement ior the-McNiff list issued ten years earlier, is available for $1.00
from the RTSD office of ALA; it contains data on approximately 275 dealers
collected from 27 surveys and reports from various libraries. Ms. Magnus, as
chairman of ANSI Z-39'subcommittee 86, also has completed the sixth draft of
the proposed standard book order form, and it is being circulated for-comment.
ffre nS Executive Committee members and committee chairmen held informal

RTSD Organization Committee.
The R"esourcessecrion is blessed with dedicated and resourceful offiters and
members and can be justifiably proud of its many accomplishments during the
year. The section enjoyed the ionstant support and fine cooPeration of Carol R.
is
i(elm throughout the year. The continued successof the section's endeavors
assured by il{urray S. il{artin's assuming the chairmanship for the coming year.

Seriols SectionReport
Er-rzesrrrr P lrN, Chaitman
The past year saw the creation of two new committees in the section: the
AACR nevision study committee, chaired by Judith cannan, and the Regional

ISBDfS) and,AACR revisions under consideration.
In an eftort to reach those who cannot attend ALA conferences, the Executive committee established the Regional Serials workshop committee, whose
function is to promote regional and local workshops and to assist local leaders
in the mechanics of planning and implementing workshoPs on -a cost recovery
basis. The committee is preparing a manual to assistworkshop planners. within
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the brief period of its existence, the committee has co-sponsoredtwo workshops:
the first, held in california, dealr wirh "Main Entry foi serials: pros and coni,',
and the second, held in Texas, focused on "seriali: National rrends-Local Implications." Proceedings w.ilf be published for the latter. A third workshop, focusing on "Automated serials sysrems" will be held in New york city on 24 october 1975. rn testimony to the widespread interest in serials today, all of the
workshops held so far were well attendid and recovered their costs. Hans weber
will be happy to hear from you if you are thinking of doing somerhing similar
in your region and would like some advice and assistance.
The Policy and Research committee, chaired by Neal Edgar, continued to
provide the Execudve committee with many and varied recJmmendations for
consideration and action. The committee's efio.ts centered around serials educa-

Iy means of communication with the membership was communicated to the
RTSD Board, resulting in the establishment of a newsletter for the division to

discussion groups for large and medium-sized libraries continued to pro. -The
vide the forum for their respective constituencies on timely and relevant issues.
The Discussion Group for Large Research Libraries, led by Elizabeth Greer,
centered on membership issues, while education for serials librarians was the
predominant theme in the discussionsfor medium-sized libraries.
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from you.

Cotolog Code Revision Committee Report
JoHr D. BYnult, Chairman

ments afiecting both the current and proposed editions of AACR'
The committee has devoted considerable attention to the tasks of establish-

velopment and concerns of the current revision effort and to provide an opPortuniiy for the membership of these groups to voice their concerns and proposals; others among the coirmittee have alio attended local and special meetings
to report on and seek reaction to code revision Progress'
For the purpose of originating proposals for modification ol AACR and of
considering those submitt"i ly otlh"i. outside the committee, CCRC has formed
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twenty-seven Rule Review and Revision proposal reams. These groups, each of
which is assigned responsibility for blocs of related rules, haie siudied the
AACR in order to identify lacunae in the code and to determine which provisions entajl problems of interpretation, sufter from insufficient examples,'yield
undesirable results, or orherwise seem defective. As an aid to this roi-t, ccRc
commissioned the preparation of an annotared bibliography covering publications that ofter a critical assessmentof aacR,
(The committee subseqire-ntly aupublication by RTSD of this document.) In addition, the Desoiptive
{ronzed.
cataloging committee transmitted to ccRC's teams all matters which had not
been brought to a conclusion prior to the commencement of work on the second
edition. Finally, the chairman has referred to the Rule Review and Revision
Proposal reams the substantial data which he collected as a result of his studv.
spo_nsoredby the council on Library Resources, on the adoption, application,
and modification of AACR by large research libraries, Teams are now well into
the process of generating and reviewing this input with the objective of presenting final reports for discussion at the committeek next meeting in san Francisco.
concerning the second edition, ccRC has already transmitted to the
Joint
steering commirtee for Revision of. aACR its srrong-recommendation thai the
text avoid sexist terminology, such as the exclusive use of the masculine pronoun as a generic term, and include a larger representation of female authors
in-the examples. The committee has also discussid and acted upon the several
rule
proposals put forth by the editors to dispose of those provisions
-revision
which
only
in either the North American or Brit*h text as a first step to-occur
ward the reconciliation of differences between the rwo texts.
In addition to determining ALA's position with regard ro the content of the
second edition, CCRC has endeavored to contribute to the improvement of the
existing edition of the North American text. In this regard, thi most significant
of its efiorts relates to collaboration with the Library of congress and tlie canadian committee on cataloguing in the production of a revised chapter 12; this
work is now ready for publication by ALA under title "Audiovisuaf Media and
special rnstructional Materials." (As a by-product of this revision, ccRC has
also been negotiating more Iimited changes to aacR chapters 14 and 15.) The
committee also assisted in the consolidation of rules 4 and E, in the elaboration
oj
rule covering Malay names, and in the review of proposals to extend
the"^19*
Chinese romanization tables.
Throughout its deliberation, the catalog code Revision committee has followed with considerable interest matters related to international cataloging standards. The committee has discussed extensively the concept of the rnternational
standard Bibliogaphic Description and conciuded that'the ISBD serves as "a
useful to-ol in-moving toward a viable program of univenal Bibliographic control," although ccRc has also endorsed a broadly based studv to determine jzfer
alia the impact of ISBD on catalog users. In addition, the committee has recommended to the International Federation of Library Associations that the puncruation pattern incorporated in the revised c-hapter 12 be considered for inclusion
in the contemplated rnternational standard Bibliographic Description for Audiovisual Materials. Moreover, ccRc
has expended ionsiderable eftort in reviewing the International standard Bibliographic Description for serials, cooperating with the Library of congress and the canadian committee on cataIoguing toward prepararion of a common position on the revision of the
ISBD (s) . The committee plans to conrinue its work in this area by evaluating
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proposals submitted by othet national cataloging committees and _bibliographic
igencies and has authorized the chairman to represent i-t at the ISBD (S) Revi"sion Meeting this October in Paris. Although not invited to contribute directly
to the formuiation of the International Bibliographic Standard for Early Im'

DecimolClqssificqtionEditoriol Policy
Committee Report
Fnexcns HtNtott, Chairman
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ual schedulesor porrions of schedules between the publication of complete edi
tions. The long-awaited survey of rhe use of DDC in North America, which began in June 1975, should provide some indication of how this idea might be received.
Both Forest Press and the committee continue to be deeply interested. in the
internationalization of DDC. The retention of options for this purpose, already
mentioned, and the broadening and deepening bf scheduler to- u.io--odate
a
v.1{ety of national needs are examples of this desire to satisfy as many as possible.
The chairman and the editor were invited to attend a meeting of the Forest
Press committee in March 1975, at which was held a fruitful disiussion of current recommendations and their efiect on users in all countries.

Committee on Educofion for Resourcesqnd
Technicol Services(RTSD/IED)Reporf
JosEeu Z. Nrracrr, Chairman
This interdivisional standing committee was approved by the Resources and
Technical services Division and the Library Education riivision of ALA in
1972-73. The charge to the committee is "io investigare rhe coverage of resources and technical services in library schools; to develop a statement of the
kind of education in these fields which is consid.eredessentiil; and to seek all appropriate means for furthering such a program,' (RTSD Manual of procidures, 197)). The committee consisrs of sii members, three from each division,
each appointed for two years, with the chairmanship rotating between the two
divisions every two years.The first chairman was appointed by nfSO.
The committee was inactive in the first year of iis existence and did not meet
until the ALA Annual conference in lgi4. Following the resignation of the
first chairman and my appoinrment as his replacement just beforJthe New york
conference, the committee members were hurriedly galhered together, deciding
to make up for the lost time by concentrating their efiorts for the remainder oi
their tenure on only the first charge to the committee. rt was agreed that before
educational needs can be discussed,the committee should attet tpt to compile as
much information about the present status of technical servicei cooeruge-in li
brary schools curricula as possible.
In spite of some reservations about the use of a questionnaire, the committee decided to develop a pilot project involving selected accredited.graduate library schools,administrators of technical services,and recent library scn'ool graduates' The field of study was limited to the masrer's program, excluding foi the
time^being, the paraprofessional and advanced programs of study. In iddition,
one faculty member of the commitee agreed ro ievilw some school caralogs and
syllabi and to cornpile a bibliography on the subject, while another LED member of the committee volunteered to study curricula of the canadian library
schools.
The first draft of the questionnaire was developed and reviewed by the
members of the committee late in the summer of 1g74. A redesigned format was
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distributed to some forty participants in the project. This group included li
brary schools, administrators and young librarians (ten participants in each
group), chairmen of the four sections in RTSD, and appropriate advisory stafi
:
in the ALA Headquarters.
In this initial test we were seeking the pardcipants' advice on the format,
structure, and content of the questionnaire, trying at the same time to get the
feel for the type of data we could expect from the sur,vey.
The information was tabulated and reported at the 1975 Chicago Midwinter
Meeting. The participating librarians and administrators were invited to attend
the meeting. Also invited was Dr. Ralph Conant, president of the Southwest
Center for Urban Research and the principal investigator of a study on library
education, funded by a grant from H. W. Wilson and administered by the ALA.
At the time, the committee was concerned about the possible overlap between its
own study and that of Dr. Conant.
The meeting was well attended, and the discussion was lively, frank, and constructive. Dr. Conant confirmed his previous belief, expressed in his letter to this
reporter, that "there are areas in which our two studies touch common ground,
but . . . productively, not in duplication."
Among the issues raised by the participants answering the questionnaire and
by the librarians attending the meeting, the following were the most prominent
topics. (a) The charge to the committee is too broad and perhaps beyond its financial and technical capability. (b) The focus of the study, according to some
commentators, first should be on the second asignment, i.e., to develop the statement of needs as experienced by library practitioners, rather than to study the
library schools' philosophy. (c) Others felt that, on the contrary, more information is needed about the kind of education provided by difterent library schools.
(d) Considerable time was spent in discussing difficulties of measuring education itself, because of variations in the definition of course content and its
scope, further complicated by different lengths of academic year, course credits,
forms of presentation. (e) Perhaps the most prevailing issue was the very definition of "technical services," what it should include, and what it ought to exclude.
The following is a brief summary of the results of the first pilot study, discussedat the Midwinter Meeting in Chicago.
Although most of the library schools replied to the chairman's invitation,
only five answered the questionnaire. Those that did not complete the survey
felt perhaps that the questions would not give justice to their flexible and unconventional programs. One dean wrote: "My advice to the committee . : , is that
before drawing up the questionnaire they should study carefully all the bulletins and calendars of the library schools to ensure that the questions asked are,
in fact, answeiable by those on the flat part of the Bell curve." Well, we have
looked into some calendars and. as one LED member of our committee noted,
"the amount of information which can be gleaned from the calendars is very
limited and somewhat questionable." Some of them give titles but no course description, while courses and their contents change from semester to semester, and
they may or may not be compatible with similarly titled courses ofiered by another school.
All administrators of technical services answered the questionnaire. Although
the opinions varied, most of them felt that the general educational background
of recent library school graduates was good, but that their technical Preparation
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was less satisfactory and sometimes not extensive enough. The administrators
seem to agree that on the whole, the contemporary library school education is
not quite relevant to library needs, especially in the technical services area,
Only three librarians, representing three difierent library schools, responded
to the qucstionnaire, Their anstarcrscovered precisely the three possible views
very positive.
about'library
educationr very negative-middle-of-the-toad-and
All three librarians were basically satisfied with the education received: one because it was theory oriented, another because it was thoroughly practical, and the
third because it was a well-balancdd program. The critic stated that 1'library
schools have no right to turn out graduates who have to learn cataloging and
book trade organization totally on the job later. Such schools should change
these coursesor have their accreditation revoked."
After reviewing the results of the first draft of the survey, the commlttee
updated the questionnaire in line with the suggestions made by the participants
in the project. The surveys were conducted individually by some members of the
committee in their immediate geographical vicinity, and their findings were ,re'
ported at the San Francisco Annual Conference.
,dlthough some interesting aspects of the education status emerged from
these studies, the group agteed that the questionnaire is not suitable for an indepth evaluation of the school curricula and, although it was more successful
with library practitioners, it would, still require further improvements before it
could be implemented.
After some discussion, the committee reaffirmed its own tentative conclusion,
drawn at the last Midwinter Meeting, that the objectives assigned to the committei far exceed its resources and time needed to fulfill such objectives. This conclusion was reached after a year of searching for a satisfactory questionnaire
format. The committee put in a considerable amount of work in designing and
reviewing the questionnaire. In spite of full awareness of the difficulties, this
work was done in order to test the feasibility of the original charge tb the com'
mittee,
In summary, the committee felt that its objectives should be narrowed to a
less technical and more personal approach, identifying specific issues in the education for resources and technical services, and serving as a catalyst for a con'
tinuous dialogue between library practitioners and educators. The more advanced statistically based surveys and studies ought to be left to professionally

the comrnittee's charge. After all, there may be some truth in the old ad for an
expensive wine, proclaiming that "nothing good happens fast."
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Code RevisionA New lnternationalStandard
T'ITS FOURTH SET OF MEETINGS, at Princeton University in
November,the Joint SteeringCommitteefor Revisionof the Anglo'

American Cataloguing Rules (JSCAACR) confirmed that the forthcoming
second edition of. AACR will use a newly-formulated General Inter'
national Standard Bibliographical Description, to be known as ISBD (G),
as the basis for its rules for description. Agreement had been reached
on the outline for the new standard at a two-day meeting in Paris,
October 1975, between JSCAACR representatives,members of the Inter'
national Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) Committee on Cata'
loguing and chairmen of IFLA's specialised ISBD working groups, including the working groups on serials, non-book materials and maps.
The new ISBD (G) provides a single framework for the description of all

is expected early in 1976.
The initiatives for the formulation of the ISBD (G) were taken by
it became
JSCAACR at its Washington meetings in May 1975, when
interwith
of
conformity
objective
announced
ilear that its previously
by
the
threatened
was
seriously
new
edition
the
in
national standlrds
unpredictability of the current ISBD programme an-d by _evidenceof
diminishing compatibility and uniformity between the existing IFLA
working gro,rps' draftingf of specialisedISBD's. In June, informal consultarion *iitr ttie IFLA Office for Universal Bibliographic Control showed
that IFLA too was concerned about the Potential difficulties of in-
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Michael Gorman. Peter Lewis and Michael Gorman will continue to
represent JSCAACR on the ISBD (G) working group.
The details of the ISBD (G) framework, to which definitions, explanatory notes, etc., are now to be added, are as follows:
A Framework for the Description of All Library Materials
Preceding
Area
Punctuation
Element
Each area is preceded by a stoP,
space, dash, space (. - ).
I. TITLE AND STATEMENT
OF RESPONSIBILITY

AREA

:

A.
B.
*C.
*D.

I

E.

;

*F.

I

A.
B.

tl

2. EDITION OR ISSUEAREA

*C.

3. MEDTUM (OR TYPE OF
PUBLICATION) SPECIFIC
AREA
4. PUBLICATION, DISTRI.
BUTION, ETC. AREA

tl

5. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
AREA

o

Q9'.

Title proper
General medium designation
Parallel title
Other title and other title
information
First statement of responsibility
Second or subsequent statement of responsibility
Edition or issue statement
First statement of responsibility relating to the edition
Second or subsequent statement of responsibility relating
to the edition

A. First place of publication,
distribution, etc.
*B. Name of publisher, distributor, etc.
*C. Statement of function of
publisher, distributor, etc.
*D. Second or subsequent place of
publication, distribution, etc.
*E. Date of publication, distribution, etc.
*F. Place of manufacture
*G. Name of manufacturer
A. Specific medium designation
B. Extent of item
C. Other physical details
D. Dimensions of item
E. Accompanying material
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A. Seriesstatement
*B. Parallel seriesstatement
C. Standard serial numbering of
'series

6. SERIES AREA
Each set of information
relating to a series is
-endosed by'parentheses (
0)

7. NOTESAREA
8. STANDARD NUMBER
(OR ALTERNATIVE)
AND TERMS OF AVAIL.
ABILITY AREA

o
:

D. Numbering within series
E. Sub-seriesstatement
*F. Parallel sub-seriesstatement
G. Standard serial numbering of
sub-series
H . Numbering within sub-series
A . Note
A. Standard number (or
alternative)
B . Qualification added to
standard number (or
alternative)
C. Terms of availability and/or

il
General notes on the lrameworh
(i) Elements underlined are optional
(ii) Elements preceded by an asterisk may be repeated when necessary
(iii) Areas 7 (Notes) and 8 (Standard number, etc.) may be repeated
when necessary

Staternent
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ZRTS is published quarterly by the Am€rican Library Amciation,
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,SBD(S)RevisionMeeting
On 2i and, 22 October 1975, representativss frorn two intenation4l
organizations and fiom the national libraries, ISDS centers, and,cataloging comnrittees
of twenty countries gathered at the Biblioth€que du Museurn national d'histoire
naturelle in Paris for the purpose of considering proposals to amend the International Standard, Bibliographic Description for Serials (1SBD[S]). Edwin Buchinski (Canadian Committie on Cataloguing), John D. Byrum (ALA/RTSD
Catalog Code Revision Committee), Joseph Howard (Processing Department,
Library of Congress), and Joseph Price (National Serials Data Program) comprised the North American delegation. Dorothy Anderson of the IFIA International Office for UBC served as chairman of the meeting.
At the outset, participants were asked to determine whether the Generalized
International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD[G]), which had been
developed during the previous week by represenratives of the Joint Steering
Committee for Revision of AACR and bv the chairmen of the various IFLA
ISBD working groups, could accommodaie serial publications. Resolution of
this question, involving extensive discussion on many points of detail, proved
to be the major accomplishment of the ISBD(S) revision meeting. In this regard,
it was agreed that:
l. A Title and Statement of Responsibility Area; a Publication, Distribution,
etc., Area; a Physical Description Area; a Series Area; a Note Area; and
a Standard Number (or Alternative) and Terms of Availability Area are
essential to the description of serials;
2. An Edition or Issue Area should be developed for inclusion in the /SBD(S);
and,
3. A Medium (or Type of Publication) Specific Area should also be added
to the Standard in order to provide information on numerical and chronological coverage.
Perhaps the most significant conclusion to emerge from these deliberationsreached after considerable debate and two ballots-was that Area I (Title and
Statement of Authorship) should restrict irself to description, with provision
for the inclusion of identification elements such as "key title" elsewhere in
the bibliographic entry. The participanrs also felt that, lvhetr"oer possible" the
wording of the ISBD(S) should incorporare that of the ISBD(M).
To implement these decisions and others reachid reg:irding the contents of
a revised ISBD(S), the participants agreed rhat the ,original Working Party
should be reconstituted-with
Mlle. Bossuat and Mlle, Pelletier, as chairrnan
and secretary-and enlarged by five new membersj including John Byrum of
the North American delegation. The working group accepred,May 1976 as the
date by which time it would cornplete a draft sratement of recommendations.
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RTSDNomineos-l97 6 Election
'

Resourcesand' Technical SetuicesDiuision

(1976-78):
Vice-president(President-elect)
Noiman Dudley, University of California Library, Los Angeles, Cali'
fornia.
York.
J. Michaet Bruer, New York University Library, New York, New
(1976
Groups
of
Regional
Viie-chairman (Chairman-elect) Council
',
80):
Barbara A, Gates,AMIGOS Bibliographic Council, Richardson, Texas.
, Marguerite'C.,Soroka,EngineeringSocietiesLibrary, New York, New
York.
Director-at-Large ( I 976-79):
LeRoy D. Oitopan, University of California Library, Berkeley, Cali'
fornia.
Carol A. Nemeyer, Association of American Publishers, New York,
New York.
[Nominating Committee: Joseph H. Tteyz, chairman; Paul Berrisiord (CCS);Barbara Campbelli Judy H. Fair (RS); Harriet K. Rebul'
dela; Robert C. Sullivan (I{LMS); Paul Vassallo (SS)'l
Section
Catalogingand Classification
Vice-chairman(Chairman-eleci)(1976-78):
Elizabeth L. Tate, Library of Congress,Washington, D'C.
Nancy J. Williamson, Faculty of Library Science,University of To'
ronto, Toronto, Ontario.
Member-at-Large(1976-79;two vacancies)
Lois Hacker,-Graduate School tibrary, City University of New York,
New York, NewYork.
Carolyn M. Leonard, Officeof County Libraries, SanJose,California'
Richard Pollard, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford,California.
George Rickerson, Evergreen State College Library, Olympia, Washington.
[Nomiiating Committee, CCS: Paul Berrisford, chairman; Freddye
M. B,rrns; LawrenceE. Leonard; Monty L. Montee; Mary Ellen Soper.]
Reprod.uctionof Library MaterialsSection
Vice-chairman(Chairman-elect)(1976-78):
Norman Shafier,Library of Congtess,Washington, D.C.
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J.It.I Heynen, CongressionalInformation Service,Bethesda,Maryland.
Secretary(1976-79):
Robert Grey Cole, Southern Illirrois University Library, Carbondale,
Illinois.
Frances G. Spigai, Southern Oregon State College Library, Ashland,
Oregon.
[Nominating Committee, RLMS:
uel M. Boone; Pamela Darling.]

Robert C. Sullivan, chairman; Sam-

ResourcesSection
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) (1976-78):
William I. Bunnell, County College of Morris Libtaty, Dover, New
Jersey.
Sheila Dowd, University of California Library, Berkeley, California.
Member-at-Large (1976-79; two vacancies)
Ggorge Miller, University of New Mexico Library, Albuquerque, New
,
Mexico.
B.
Myers,
Philadelphia
School District Libraries, Philadelphia,
Joan
Pennsylvania.
Constance Schwartz, Proskauer, Rose, Goetz, and Mendelsohn, New
York, New York.
Hans Weber, University of Houston Library, Flouston, Texas.
[Nominating Commitree, RS: Judy H. Fair, chairman; Robert M.
Hiatt; John R. Kaiser.]
Seri.akSection
Vice-chairman (Chairman-elect) (1976-78):
Judith Cannan, Cornell University Libraries, Ithaca, New York.
Lo_is N. Upham, University of Minnesota Libraries, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Secretary (1976-79):
Shere Connan, IJniversity of California Libraries, San Diego, California.
Benita M. Weber, Montgomery County Community College Library,
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania.
[Nominating Committee, SS; Paul Vassallo, chairman; Margaret L.
Johnson; SuzanneStriedieck.l .
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IN

THE MAIL

Book Price Ind.exes
The ALA Library Nlaterials Price Index Committee (LMPIC) at its summer meeting in San Francisco recommended that its incoming and outgoing
chairmen comment on H. William Axford's ardcle on "The Validity of Book
Price Indexes for Budgetary Projections" [Winter 1975] in order to clarify the

institutions since we believe there is a place for both types of indexes. We are
also confident that Mr. Axford had no such intention. We hope this letter will
highlight some of the purposes of the published price indexes.
First, the published indexes sponsored by LMPIC are desiSned to assist
libraries in their budget justifibations by indicating price trends of library materials. As Robert C. Sullivan, Head of the Order Division of the Library of

brary's buying patterns.
The published price indexes show oaerall Price trends and have a wide
applicability as tools for comparing local buying trends with national publish'
ing patterns. One of the serious problems with a local index is the special
character of the individual library's buying patterns. For instance, if a library's
collection policy is restrictive in a particular atea, then price trends for that
Particular area will be atypical, and it is useful to have national price trends
available for comparison purposes.
Second, the published price indexes show in a standard manner the changes
in prices of published materials. LMPIC has encouraged the development of
price index standards, It maintained close communication with the American
National Standard Institute (ANSI) Subcommittee 22. which drafted 239.201974,a national standard for price indexes. Officially adopted by ANSI in 1974'
this standard was approved by LMPIC as its standard at the January 1975 Midwinter meeting, The ANSI standard establishes price index criteria which can
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Interlibrary Loan Arwlysis in Collectian Deuelapntont

A Pr ogramrnaticAp pr oach-Suppose:
U" (Total Use of Classificationc) =
C, (Charges)+ Ic (ILL) + Z, (InJibrary use)
+ O, (Other libraries or non-library sources)

P" (x/u) (proportion of use in classificatio4c accounted for by factor x) =
(audiencer) (serviceadequacy,)

.98.
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Where "service adequacy" reflects the following:
(R,")

(S,")

(A,o)

(G,")

(7,")

(In")

{M,")

(Zn')

where:
Rr" = Relatedness of materials in other classifications (strengthens collectioll).
Sri = Size of the collection (this becomes tle very large number rePresenling
all materials available through ILL network, thereby becoming the
chief reason for ILL use) .

lection adequacy) '
Zra = Local characteristics of any Particular service in any Particular library'
Each of these variables characterizes a specific access to materials, X' e'8.,
library, charges, ILL, in-library use, with rispect to C, a specific Library of

classification before considering such data carefully.) Finally, the comparative
values of the (audience") (adequacy") for all collection use services as oPposed
to ILL should determine predicied distribution of ILL. This exeicise indicates'
perhaps most clearly, the difficulty of constructing a realistic model that would
relate ILL to collection adequacy.
this unfortunate beginning, the article's technical
Further Froblems-Aftei
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journals which are likely to occur three, four, or more times.
It should be evident that the librarian should nor feel any particular

com-

Conclusion-In
a large sense we believe thar the mere fact that data (in
this case ILL data) is available does nor mean rhar it is necessarily a sufficient

Professor, and Beluer C. Griffith, Professor, Graduate School of Library Science,
Dre x eI U nia ersity, p hiladelphia,

Our null hypothesis, simple though it was, was based on an ideal that does

sources potentially available in the discipline. In using the poisson distribution
for periodical requests, we were merely comparing our data on periodicals to
that of other studies of interlibrary loans and found the crrrueJ generally in
agreement.
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could be expected by chance, as they did in our one year study.
The criticism by Drott and Griffith typifies the dichotomy that exists be'
tween the ivory tower and the working librarian in our profession. The theoreti
cal rnodel which they propose, while more comprehensive and comPlex, is in'
capable of application! In the real world of library Practice one must be able to
acquire the data needed for analysis. We suggest ttris cann6t be done for several
faclors needed by the Drott-Griffith model, simply because quantitative data
for these factors is impossitrle. For example:
O" (Other libraries or non-library sources) in their Programmatic Approach
x
(audienceo and service adequacy")
Furthermore, the formula for "service adequacy" contains many factors which
are capablecannot be quantified. In fact, the only factors-as defined-which
of quantifying are R,o (Rate of Acquisition) and possibly G'o (Growth rate of
the discipline.)

Atathet

Response

The article by New and Ott on interJibrary loan analysis as a collection
development tool appears to have several errors in comPutation and statistical
method.
The authors perform a chi-square (x2; test to determine whether there is
any difference between the actual number of requests for books in LC classification and expected number of requests. For the expected number of requests
they used t[e average number of requests across all classification categories.
(Incidentally, for this expected number they divided 527 by 27 obtaining l2.l'
instead of 19.5, which makes all their x2 values incorrect.) They assumed that

then be chosen as an indicator for collection evaluation.
Their suggestion that subjects with the highest 12 value are the weakest and
should therefore receive greater attention is highly quesdonable and would lead
to misdirected emphasis. If they had carried out their 12 computations for each
subject category, they would find that the 12 would diminish until they reached
the P categories, where the number of requests (20) is roughly equal to the
mean number of requests (19.5) . The 12 value would then begin to increase
again, so that subject categories with few requests, would have a large and
significant X2. PG and S, for example, would have a 12 value between those for
Q and .Ff. Would they recommend that PG and S receive as much emphasis as
Q and FI?
Furthermore, they have not used the correct number of degrees of freedom
(df) for resring the significance of the x2 for individual subject categories. For

V o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r l . W i n t e r 1 9 7 6
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each category,the correct number is l. This makes each computed y2 above
3.84 (.05 level) significanr. According ro my count, all but 6 aie significant at
.05. Twenty'six degreesof freedom are conecr for the sum of all 27 xz values:

of requests,1.59 (697 +- 438) must be substitutedin the following function
P\r) =

where

n1,r. e-n

rl

=
=
=
=
=

theoretical probability, based on the data;
P(r)
the mean numberof requests (1.59);
m
the natural logarithm constant,2.718;
e
the number of requests;
/
factorial of the number of requests
r!
(Ot, p c.t be looked up in tables of the Poisson distribution, under the mean
of 1.59. The authors apparently consulted tables for their theoretical distribution using means of 1,0 and I.4 neither of which is correct for their data.)
using p (r) in the formula for each category of times requested, we obtain the
theoretical number of titles requested, as in Table l. We then perform a chito the
square goodness of fit test, which compares the actual disffibution
theoretical distribution. (Murray R. Spiegel, Theory and Problems of Statistics
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 196l), p.124, 137,202,209). This is shown in
Table l.
TABLE I
PoissonDistribution, Goodnessof Fit Test

Times
Requested,r

Actual
Poisson
Theoretical
Number of Probabilities for Number of
Titles, A
m" = 1.59,p(r)
Titles, E

320
6l

I
I

J

97

4

ll

.or7

5

3

6
I
9-13
Total-

4
I

3
738

*- Includes probability
t Rounded.
.

.524*
.257
.136
.054

l02l

.005
.001

r:oor

229
l r2.9
59.9
23.8
7.6
2.0
.5

438t

Variance T€st

x'
(A-EF
E
36.16
23.85
18.07
6.88
.05
.50
24.50

:x3

- I10.01+

Squaie
of Requests
x Number
of Titles, te . ,l|
320
244
243
176
175
108
196
128
365
r,955

of 0 requests.
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Needed to reject the hypothesis that the number of periodical requests is
Poisson distributed is a theoretical ;2 value of 19.68 (df' 13 - I - I = ll) or

distributed as yz/n degteesof freedom, so that

=

x2

"dt

52

e'

The formula for estimating the sample variance, s2, is

lAz - n(m)z
n-l
where
>:12 = sum of the squaresof requests times the Actual number of titles;
n = the total number of requests;
m = mea\ number of requests.
From this formula, we obtain
1 9 5 5- 4 3 8 ( 1 . 5 9 ) 2_
." , _
1.94
437
According to Poisson theory, the population variance is equal to the mean' We
have alreidy computed the mean, l.bg, so we can use rhis as the estimate for
the population uaiiance. Plugging these values in we have
s2
oz

1.94
1.59

r.22

The cridcal value at the.05 level for v2/n,where n is 438, is l'll' Since l'22
exceeds this amount, the Poisson hypothesis is again reiected. We can conclude
either that some anomalies of the datn preuent iu being fitted to the Poisson
E. McGrath,
distribution or that the data fits some otlier distribution.-William
La'
Lafayette,
Louisiana,
of
Southwestern
tlniuersity
of
Libraries,
Director
The authmsreply:We appreciate Mr, McGrath's careful analysis and critical
comments regarding our article, "Interlibrary Loan Analysis as a Collection Developmenr Tbol." We are naturally somewhat abashed to discover that two arithmeti; errors remained uncaught in the final publication. ffowever, while this
points up the need for careful checking and rechecking of both statistical inPut
and publication drafts, it does not alter the basic thrust of our paper.
The correct number of degrees of freedom were used in the calculations.
The theoretical distribution was fixed by the number of classes,thus 27 - I = 26.
A case could be made for 25 degrees of freedom, since a further limitation was
that the theoretical total equal the observed total. If 25 is used, x2 becomes
37.652 and, the results are tha same as far as significant classes.Since the figures
for each clas are not determined independently of the other classes,the correct
degrees of freedom cannot be one as McGrath suggests.

V o l u m e2 0 , N u m b e r l , W i n t e r 1 9 7 6
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using the correct theoretical frequency, significant values of chi square are
found for four rather than five LC classes:
Q- 44.628
G- 92.628
BL k BX92.628
E k F-226.782
(x2 = 38.885,a = 26, .05 confidence level.)
Mr. McGrath questions whether high chi square values do indicate weakness
in the collection. These values indicate the greatest deviation from the theoretical ideal, and thus do indicate areas of weakness.

Frowever, for practical purposes it is immaterial, as our work, ljke that of
others, shows a clear break between those titles requested very few times (g20,
almost half, were requesred only once) and those iequested quite often (only
19 titles were requesred five or more times) . At Allergan *e do
cost analysii
of purchase vs. continue to borrow for the titles identified in our" ILL sratisiics
as having.an unusually high incidence of ILL requests, and base our acquisition decision on thar. A variation of this process would seem useful for iarge
libraries also.
Despite the embarrassing mistakes in calculations that occurred and were
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You'll recognizeus as a leading Library Resourcefor Technical Services Materials - and many know us for our unmatchedCatalog Card
DuplicationService.When you acceptour Free Trial Offer, you'll get:
o Low cost - from 3Vzgto 5Vzgeach depending on the number of
duplicates
o Duplicatescan be madefrom existingcards,typed cards,L/C cards,
proof slips, and Polaroids(duplicatesshowingno "picture frame"
effect around the perimeterofthe copy)
o Cards printed by offset lithography on l00Vo rag, medium weight,
L/C cream stock
o Clear,.sharpcopy will not rub offin the heaviestcard catalogusage
(Library of Congresscards are produced in a similar manner)
o Color-bdnded,Perma/Dur stock (choice of 8 colors) if desiredfor
audio-visualor other use
o 3-dayservice,i.e., cards receivedon Monday are normally sent out
via U.P.S. on Wednesday
Our customers,including the largestlibraries and museumsin every
Stateof the U.S. like this super-efficientservice.You will too.
TRY

US:

Simplysendus5 or 10cards.Tellushowmanyduplicates
you need.Thereis no obligation.
Thistrial is FREE.
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P.O. Box 101,Holyoke, Mass. 01040Tel. (413)5324277

